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This report contains information about the implications 
of Ohio Senate Bill 140 which will go into effect in 1993. It 
contains comparisons of ten center city schools in the form 
of articles specifically directed at each of those cities. 
Parental choice will produce profound changes in school 
finance and hopefully will improve the quality of educational 
outputs. Highlighted is the need for better information that 
the currently designed system will be unable to fulfill. The 
goal of this report is to delineate the issues for both 
parents and policy makers.
There is an explanation of the Ohio Plan and a 
literature review, followed by an annotated literature review 
containing comments on many of the readings.
Next is an explanation of the data used, obtained from 
Russell Harris of the Ohio Education Association and the Ohio 
Department of Education. The data used is included in a 
technical appendix at the back of this report. A disk is 
available as are all applicable directions for retrieving the 
information that it contains.
Appendix A contains a printed copy of Ohio school 
districts by county and a printed copy of the "Touch" file.
Appendix B contains copies of the newspaper articles for 
ten Ohio cities, written with Dr. John Treacy.
The last appendix contains listings of all Ohio 
newspapers, their addresses, publishers, editors and 
circulation figures.
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For my project, I have detailed the main issues of 
public school choice plans that seek to introduce market 
forces into public schools. I have completed a literature 
search to determine and fully document what has been done in 
other states, and what the results have been when turning 
public education into a market-like system. Using data 
obtained from Russell Harris of the Ohio Education 
Association, I have designed a data base and compiled data to 
specifically illustrate the pertinent issues for newspaper 
articles for ten Ohio cities. The ten cities are: Akron,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton,. Hillsboro, 
Middletown, Toledo, Yellow Springs and Youngstown. I then 
designed tables and charts to illustrate the issues in terms 
of the highlighted school districts. The data that is given 
for each of these school districts, and is compared to all of 
their physically adjoining districts, is: 1 ) the number of
students in the district, 2 ) the number of welfare students
in the district, 3) the amount of additional aid received, 
determined by the percentage of welfare students, 4) the 
amount of state aid received by each district, and 5) the 
amount of spending per pupil.
I have co-written newspaper articles with Dr. John 
Treacy for each of the ten cities listed above. The intention 
of these articles is to explain the plan and when it will 
take effect, and to get parents, teachers and administrators 
to realize what is at stake here, and what can be done to
TASK DEFINITION
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The Ohio Senate passed Amended Eill 140 in July 1989, 
which will allow parents to transfer their children to other 
schools and to other districts for public education. The 
subsidies that apply to each student will follow the student. 
The use of market forces applied to improve public education 
has been tried before in small experiments with indifferent 
results. Other states, such as Minnesota, have already 
implemented plans that lead Ohio’s by several years.
These changes will profoundly alter the educational 
environment. Even in its early stages, the changes that this 
legislation will produce will raise many issues that neither 
its proponents nor opponents have yet addressed. The 
dimensions and magnitude of these changes are so large, and 
the system that is about to be overtaken is so unprepared, 
that the final results of this restructuring are highly 
uncertain. Little thought has been given to putting 
monitoring devices or reporting mechanisms in place to 
measure the impact of these changes on the Ohio educational 
system.
It is necessary to alert those in the educational 
community about the changes that are about to strike. Serious 
thought needs to be given to guiding the situation into 
channels that have hope of producing better results. Once 
these changes are put into place, there will be no turning 
back. This is not an experiment that can be easily stopped 
and have the status quo restored. Once launched, it will be
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in place for Ohio public education. Parents, teachers and 
administrators need to be made aware of the changes taking 




Amended Ohio Senate Bill 140, passed in July 1989, is a 
hodgepodge of disparate and often conflicting reform 
measures. It contained many similar features of the Minnesota 
plan: a post secondary option that allows high school
juniors and seniors to take college courses; a compulsory 
within district school and program choice requirement that 
has to be implemented by 1993; and a "voluntary" choice 
between physically adjoining districts that could take effect 
between consenting districts earlier, but will take effect 
unilaterally in 1993. Transferring students will carry their 
state subsidy with them. Receiving districts are only 
required to provide transportation from their boundaries and 
parents with income below the federal poverty line could be 
paid mileage for providing transportation up to the district 
boundary. All districts are required to report to the state 
the number of students attending from adj acent districts and 
the number of its students outside the district.
Other items in the bill require kindergarden, require 
school districts to set up an alternative certification plan 
for college graduates, mandate the establishment of 
competency based education programs in composition, 
mathematics, and reading. The bill permits school districts 
to hire people without certificates to teach no more than six 
hours per week. It also calls for the establishment of an 
education management information system that requires each 
district to supply information about 25 items including
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earlier mandated academic achievement test scores, 
achievement levels for competency bases education programs, 
drop out rates, and graduation rates. It then requires the 
state to design a comparative profile for each district which 
must be published in a newspaper in the district. Each 
district must adopt a policy about the Pledge of Allegiance. 
It also requires districts to set up programs for parents of 
truant children, and mandates the appointment of Business 
Advisory Councils for each school board. School districts 
must give in-service training in phonics instruction. There 
is a proviso that allows local school districts to issue a 
warranty on their graduates that would have the school 
district bring up to standard any of its graduates that were 
found not up to competency levels by employers.
Further pointing out the "let's throw it up against 
the wall" mentality of the legislature, are additional 
provisions that have overtones of New Jersey1s intervention 
from the top down strategy of school reform that led to the 
declaration that the 28,000 student Jersey City school 
district was a failure because of political intrusion in 
hiring practices and failure to provide a safe educational 
environment and placed it into state receivership. Ohio calls 
for the State Board of Education to establish rules for 
classification of school districts into excellent, average 
and deficient. These standards must contain "measurable" 
indicators that may include graduation rates, attendance 
rates, dropout rates, and academic achievement levels as
assessed by state-wide achievement/ability and graduation 
tests (an earlier mandate requires at least a ninth grade 
performance level in order to get a high school diploma in 
Ohio) to classify districts and buildings as either deficient 
or excellent. Strangely, both of the excellent and deficient 
districts could then request to be exempt from all state 
mandates except pension requirements. The deficient districts 
would be required to file a correction plan and then 
implement it or face action like that befalling Jersey City.
It is obvious that a kind of schitzo-policy approach to 
reform is abroad in Ohio: try a little detailed meddling
like pushing phonetic reading, Pledge of Allegiance, and 
foisting a business advisory council on each school board, 
and then introduce a bit of market competition as well, in 
the form of inter-district choice programs. What is dangerous 
in this kind of situation, is that the mandate approach has 
failed repeatedly and may be given enough power to keep any 
kind of market reforms from working well. In that event you 
come up with "Perestroika" a la Russe. It is not working in 
the U . S. S. R. because any time an enterprise starts to 
succeed, it is immediately hemmed in with new rules and 
mandates because of the fear that it will get beyond control 
of the State.
This has led to the current Moscow joke; "They still
pretend to pay us We still pretend to work." China has not
yet found the formula where you can keep a market mechanism 
on the production side of the society and still not displace
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the power of the leadership.
Predictably this bill has defenders like Proctor and 
Gamble Executive Thomas Collins, intoning the benefits of the 
market in education; "A private enterprise competing head-to- 
head gets continual feedback from the marketplace. The market 
doesn11 vote every two or four years = It votes every day-- 
with millions of individual decisions. The unrelenting 
pressure on quality and cost keeps competitive enterprises on 
their toes." What remains to be seen is if the battle will 
allow system performance to improve or further degenerate it.
Governor Richard Celeste in the waning months of his 
second term admitted that he had been unable to keep his 1982 
campaign pledge to reform Ohio's educational system: "The
education bureaucracy is totally insulated from any real 
accountability." "There is a lot of churning in education
right now. I'm at the point where what I want to do at least 
is promote the churning because I think it will help us."
There are some significant differences between 
Minnesota where the variances in per pupil spending among 
the districts are less than $300 per year, and in Ohio the
variance is $8 , 0 0 0  between the high and low districts.
There are more urban districts and there is greater ethnic
and racial diversity in Ohio as well. To date no district has 
adopted a plan saying that they will take transfers from 
another district but this may be viewed as keeping your cards 
close to your vest. Some school personnel believe that if 
they ignore such foolishness it will go away but economists
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would point out that cartels with 612 members are likely to 
have divergent interests and with no serious enforcement 
mechanism are thus unlikely to survive.
Where the Ohio program appears to be superior to that 
of Minnesota is the establishment of a mechanism to gather 
information about school and school district performance and 
reguiring its dissemination. In any choice situation, 
improving the quality of information to buyers is likely to 
improve system performance so long as the information costs 
are low. Critics of assessment standards warn however that 
evidence exists that while standards are always set as 
minimums, in education they tend to become maximums.
Along with operating in an environment that is 
ambiguous about the basic line school reform is going to 
take, the largest weakness in the Ohio program is in the 
design of the Management Information System. No provision has 
been made to track educational outcomes for students on an 
individual basis. A question that will be raised shortly 
after transfers start happening is the one raised in 
Minnesota: Are students and parents making choices that
improve educational outcomes? Presumably the reasons all 
state governments require the education of the young is the 
external benefits generated to the society as a whole. 
Individuals left to their own devices might calculate only 
benefits to themselves in making investment in education 
decisions.
At a recent meeting held in Columbus between school
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district and Ohio Department of Education people charged with 
designing the new information system, it was suggested that 
the appropriate unit to keep track of in the new milieu was 
the individual student. Requiring students to supply a social 
security number would be the easy way to do the job. Dr. Mark 
Cohen, the man assigned to lead in implementing the design of 
the new system, responded to this suggestion with the 
statement that the legislature had not mandated or required 
it. One of the big problems that competitive school districts 
will have in the future is getting information from the 
system as it is being designed that will help with internal 
planning. Maureen McClure, of the University of Pittsburg, 
points out that most school district information systems 
cater to state priorities and in many cases the old systems 
hide firmly entrenched patronage, fraud and waste.
In any event, the battle is joined in Ohio where 
"churning", as the Governor terms it, has already begun.
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REFORMS IN AMERICAN EDUCATION
The history of American education is a litany of 
problems and responses to them: The wave of at first largely
Irish Catholic immigrants led to the erection of an 
alternative but comp1 ementary parochial school system with 
good results. Large shifts in population to urban areas 
produced school district consolidation and children put on 
buses. Education, like the rest of society suffered terribly 
in the great depression, but teachers paid in script remained 
at their posts. The post W.W.II baby boom was meet by frantic 
growth. Finally faced, the inequity of separate but equal 
doctrines produced mixed results at racial integration. Viet 
Nam era draft deferments put more males into teaching and 
helped unionization of the teacher corps. Open schools came 
vogue and got closed in again.
There were always areas that could not stand close 
examination—  odd quirks in the system such as Federal aid to 
agricultural vocational education; an attempt to stem the 
population movement out of rural Congressional districts and 
large disparities between programs in wealthy and in poor 
states. However, by and large patches worked on problems so 
American education became an institution. That is it came to 
have traditions, boundaries, parameters, or limits inscribed 
within which problems were dealt with. The process of 
maintaining an institution is largely one of adjusting it to 
fit changing circumstances.
We can tolerate failures if the discord between our
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aspirations and reality is small or of little consequence. 
Failures then are always a matter of degree. The current 
crisis now confronting American education appears to have 
grown out of declining verbal and math test scores on College 
entrance exams began in 1973. What started as a disquieting 
crack in the system, has become an unmitigated disaster as 
one attempt after another to solve the problem has failed.
The bad news has not been linear. Drops in SAT scores 
were arrested in 1980 and gave some evidence of slow recovery 
before stalling again. This has touched off yet another round 
of educational reforms that seems to be mainly more of the 
same medicine that has not been able to effect a cure. Rather 
than seeing light at the end of the tunnel over time, more 
and more segments of our society appear to believe that our 
existing system is not improving, it is getting worse. More 
chilling to those in the educational establishment is 
increased questioning of their legitimacy.
Thus, not only has the notion of upward progress been 
violated, but increasingly the view is heard that the true 
dimensions of the problem have been concealed from the 
public. Fueling the most recent wave of concerns over the 
state of education are worries over challenges to our 
economic leadership in the world. Haunting the U.S. is the 
specter of the British Disease— The decline of Great Britain, 
the nation that led the world into the industrial revolution, 
into a country that produces only half as much per person as 
the U.S. and Japan.
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John Jacob Cannell, a New Mexico M.D., in a 1987 survey 
of school performance, found that all 50 state education 
departments claimed their test scores were above average. He 
dubbed this the Lake Wobegone effect after Garrison Kellor's 
mystical town where all the men are handsome, all the women 
strong and all the children above average .
Critics of education found more and more short-comings 
with the existing arrangements. Business found that high 
school graduates were not well equipped to take their place 
in the labor force, lacked math skills and scientific 
knowledge 50, and other shortcomings were added to the 
seemingly ever lengthening "needs fixing" catalogue.
There are advocates like George Miller, who claim that 
the perceived failures in our educational system come from 
rising expectations. He claims universal literacy has always 
been a goal of the United States, but literacy has been 
a moving target: criteria have risen as technology advanced. 
He further claims that even with improvements in education it 
may not be possible to bring all of the population up to the 
new level of expectations 5 Q.
Despite this type of minority view, we have witnessed a 
veritable orgy of reforms. William Chance relates that 275 
educational task forces, produced 18 book length reform 
reports, that led to higher standards for graduation (43 
states), higher college admission standards (17 states), 
statewide student assessment program (37 states), teacher 
competency tests (29 states), changes in certification
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requirements (28 states), in the early and mid 19801s. Since 
1983 the states generated more rules and regulations about 
education than in the previous twenty years.
Assessments of these reform efforts by both those within 
the educational establishment and outside of it generally 
agree that the reforms have not been beneficial. Those inside 
critics offer some strange pallatives in place of what has 
gone on before. Some, like Donald Orlich, decry the rash of 
reform measures, notes their atavistic nature, and call for a 
moratorium on them 6 0  • While he shrewdly suggests that one 
source for recent failure is a James Coleman and Christopher 
Jencks study showing correlations between socioeconomic 
status and achievement that supplied a rationale for not 
succeeding with minority children, he addresses the declining 
test scores issue only with Harnischfeger and Wiley's 
findings: if students did not attend school regularly or did 
not take basic academic courses in science, English, and 
mathematics, they scored poorly on standardized tests. No 
attempt was made to address why schools could not get 
children to attend basic academic classes on a regular basis. 
His call for moratoriums on state mandates so that local 
districts could implement their own improvement program is 
unsatisfying because he does not say what would impel them to 
change their act.
Timar and Kirp, two other establishment stalwarts assert 
in their assessment of 19801s reforms, "We have learned there 
are no magic bullets with which to reform schools. " 7 7  After
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going through much angst in reviewing reform efforts of three 
states in the 1980's they finally conclude that, "the most 
important lesson from school reform efforts is that we need a 
new theory of institutional reform. This new theory proposes 
that reform must focus on improving the health and competence 
of schools as organizations. " 7 7  This might sound strange to 
those that thought the object of reform was to improve the 
education of students. Economists, who have their own strange 
views, tend to be more results oriented and would use 
organizational output as a measure of its effectiveness.
Timar and Kirp recognize the educational reform 
movements as having two branches: Authorized— The official 
version of reform. The world of state mandates, state 
legislation, and the highly visible political activity 
surrounding formal structures and directives; and the second 
dimension of the school reform movement that might be called 
the regional or localist movement. This dimension comprises 
the blizzard of local and regional activities. They look at 
three states; Texas, California, and South Carolina and 
characterize them respectively as mandated, market incentives 
or bargaining by locals with central authority, and 
political interaction models.
They have the same definitional problem in separating a 
market model from one where transactions are going on in 
a random fashion that Clifford Geertz had initially in his 
study of the evolution of a market system in different parts 
of Indonesia. After further reflection and study, Geertz
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resolved the dilemma by noting that a market system differs 
from what he called a bazaar system when the participants 
start to plan their actions towards around an exchange. For 
this to happen, buyers and sellers have come to know each 
other well enough to plan and depend on each other. Haggling 
between parties is a sign that participants do not know each 
other well enough to set a price.
Another field that educational reform has been fought on 
is in the courts. This sector has advocates that believe that 
inequitable funding of local districts by the states has 
produced unequal education results. Politically it has 
allowed the upscale districts to ignore the problems of poor 
education reserved for the poor, the already uneducated, and 
the politically powerless. It started with a failed movement 
to have education ruled a 14th Amendment "Due Process of Law" 
right in the U.S. Courts which was moved into state courts in 
suits that attacked unequal school funding on grounds that 
state constitutions were violated. One state court after 
another has produced rulings that have forced major spending 
changes on states like Texas77, Kentucky77, and New Jersey77. 
However, states such as West Virginia 6 3  have demonstrated 
that courts are very unwieldy instruments to effect reform. 
Like in many of the school desegregation cases you end up in 
kind of a game of chicken to see if the court can compel 
compliance when there is strong local political opposition to 
change. One result of these movements has been to call 
attention to the high price tag that would be associated with
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bringing funding levels up to those of high spending 
districts with many of the states.
This has led to criticism from non-establishment types 
that throwing money at school problems is not the solution. 
Hood quotes a U.S. Education Department study that compares 
countries on a per pupil spending level. Among the
industrialized countries in 1985, Switzerland with $3,683 
per pupil was highest while Japan with $1805 brought up the 
rear. The U.S. was second with S331G, He also quotes Hanushek 
review of the literature linking expenditures to outcomes 
that found in 65 studies only 20% had a positive impact; 75% 
no impact and; 5% a negative impact. He says that while class 
size shrank that achievements sank. The U.S. average went 
from 27 to 17 between 1955 and 1988. He also quotes 
A1 Shanker that about half of U.S. education spending goes 
for administration, compared to 20% in Europe.
Maeoff, another recent critic says that the latest 
round of school reforms dating since 1983 when "A Nation at 
Risk" was released have been flops because they have ignored 
three value laden obstacles to improvement which are:
1 . Students must learn to appreciate that learning takes hard 
work. 2. Schools must be communities within which scholastic 
achievement is valued. 3. Parents must reinforce the 
schooling of their children. In the first item he thinks that 
an unwritten conspiracy exists in current schools. Students 
don't hassle teachers if the teacher don't hassle them and 
assign homework. Strangely, it is student addiction to the
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siren call of material goods that lead them to ignore 
investing work now in their education in favor of working low 
paying jobs that will yield enough income for a car, stereo, 
etc. Statistics show that second year college algebra is 
taken in high school by 27% of students whose parents are not 
high school graduates, 42% whose parents completed high 
school and went no further, and 6 6 % of students whose parents 
attended college.
Chub argues that the government has not solved the 
education problem because it is the problem * Like voucher 
programs and choice programs he argues that more market 
effects are needed in the system. In this market place the 
state is responsible for setting criteria that will define a 
public school. These criteria should be the kind of mandates 
that are now used to regulate private schools in 
accreditation: graduation standards; health; safety, and
teacher certification. Any group or organization that can 
meet these standards will become eligible to accept students 
and receive public money. Existing private and parochial 
schools will be eligible so long as there religious functions 
are kept separate because they often constitute a ready 
supply of often-effective schools. Funding States will set 
up choice offices that will among other things maintain a 
record of all school-age children and the level of funding—  
the "scholarship" amounts-associated with each child. This 
office will directly compensate schools bases on the specific 
children they enroll. Public money will flow from the
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funding sources to the Choice office. The state would support 
each choice office. Existing school districts could elect to 
stay in business but they would have to pay all expenses out 
of their scholarship funds. Each student could attend any 
approved public school anywhere in the state. Each Choice 
center would have a Parent Information Center within each 
district that would supply parents information about the 
available programs that might best fit their children's 
needs. It will distribute and collect applications. Schools 
must be free to set their own criterion. Schools would have 
to accept the scholarship amount as full tuition. Each school 
would set its own governance structure. It would not set 
requirements for career ladders, advisory committees, in- 
service training preparation time, homework or anything else. 
Statewide tenure laws would be eliminated allowing each 
school to decide for itself whether to adopt a tenure policy 
and what the specifics would be.
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THE APPEAL OF MARKETS
We have shown a propensity in the last dozen years or 
so, to throw formerly regulated, protected, and monopolistic 
sectors of our economy such as airlines, trucking, railroads, 
long distance telephone service and banking, into the caldron 
of market competition in order to reap the efficiency such 
forms of organization are said to enjoy. The fact that 
we are now facing savings and loan insurance bailouts of such 
magnitude that figures of hundreds of billions of dollars are 
bandied about and growing concern about air line fare 
increases shows that the anticipated results of competition 
have not always been unalloyed successes. It also suggests 
that a detailed examination of the likely outcomes of 
educational programs that are now on the table and in the 
wings is in order.
Such programs have a strong appeal because choice and 
market forces are the meat and ale of contemporary western 
economics. However, markets have obvious weaknesses in given 
situations and are not and cannot be used to solve all 
problems. An obvious example of petty mindless government 
decision making systems are traffic lights that allocate 
scare real estate at highway intersections. A market system 
would say that car owners who are willing to bid a higher 
price than drivers in a crossing street should get to use the 
intersection. The cost of conducting such operations is so 
high we obey the decision of the light to let us cross or 
not. We must also caution that choice and market programs,
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like every hypothetical reform policy, holds out shining 
possibilities of curing what is wrong with existing ugly 
reality.
22
THE ISSUES AND A SAMPLE INFORMATIONAL NEWSPAPER ARTICLE
The main issues that the newspaper articles convey are 
the profound changes that will occur with Senate Bill 140 and 
the important role that parents will play with their new 
power over school finances. The choices that parents make in 
choosing schools for their children will permanently change 
the landscape of public education quality and possibly 
quantity. It is not yet determined how competitive school 
districts will become, but with large amounts of money at 
stake, competition will certainly be an issue.
Both parents and policy makers need to be aware of these 
issues in advance so that they can make their decisions 
wisely. The need for more information than the currently 
designed system will be able to provide is highlighted in 
this set of articles, in hopes that changes can be made in 
advance of problems. The goal of these articles is to 
delineate the issues for parents, tax payers and policy 
makers.
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"Shopping For Schools" byBetty Paiewonsky Kirk and John Treacy *
By 1993 in Ohio, going back to school activities will not only include shopping for new school outfits, they will include shopping for schools as well. Hidden among the many provisions of Ohio Senate Bill 140, which passed in July 1989, was one requiring school districts to adopt policies about accepting transfer students from adjoining districts. Those districts that decide to accept transfers will earn the state aid check that would have gone to the student's old district.Reformers, counting on increasing parental involvement in the education process to improve the quality of schools, have advocated the introduction of market forces into the nation1s education system. Central to this process is giving parents the ability to choose between different school buildings, different school districts, and in rhe case of upper level high school students, taking college courses that are paid for by the local school district.What will make the parents decisions potent is the fact that state funding will follow the student. Parents opting to send their child to a school in an adj oining district will cost their own district in terms of fewer state dollars received. Presumably, this new found power will force districts to pay attention to the desires of parents and students. Those districts that provide programs that are attractive will gain revenue, while those districts that lose students will also lose revenues that generate salaries for administrators and teachers. It will also make each district more than an athletic competitor with its neighbors.The bill will mean that just because a family lives in a certain school district, the schools in that district will not automatically get those children as pupils. It also means that parents will have to learn more about the available 
alternative programs. In that respect, the Ohio law will require schools to do more standardized testing and publishing of the results. Drop out rates, such as those published in the Dayton Daily News recently, will also be published.This kind of information will be more than Minnesota parents get under their freedom of choice program that was first passed in 1985. Despite opposition from organized groups of administrators, teachers and school boards there, the Minnesota plan has shown growing popularity. Early reports of student transfers were mostly about star hockey players going from one district to another, but as the numbers of transfer students grew to around 3,300 in 1989, other reasons were given.Some working parents found it was more convenient to manage day care and school in the location where one of the parents worked, rather than in the home district. In other cases, failed tax levies, like those in recent elections such
24
as Northxnont, triggered moves into districts that had more stable financing. The largest loss of students was reported in one rural Minnesota Iron Range district that consolidated schools by closing one of its buildings. Many of the students chose not to move to the other school in the district, but transferred to an adjoining district.While parents will be concerned with getting the kind of information that will help them chose the programs that are best for their children, the new law as it is currently written does not provide for any tracking of the overall program results, We will not be able to track the performance 
of students that transfer out of a district versus those that choose to remain behind. Schools are not required to keep track of students on an individual basis, or to report the number of transfers into or out of the district.It is likely that parents will have to make choices based on perceptions or reputations that may or may not be accurate. In the event that parents make bad choices or opt for programs that do nor provide real education, the experiment may prove to be a failure. Should parents opt to send their children to the school with the most tubas in the school band or to the school with the best win loss record of the football team? Should they pay attention to objective numbers like the spending level per pupil?One thing is certain, school spending levels are not always indications of program excellence. In the drop out rates published in the Dayton Daily News for Montgomery and Greene county schools, Oakwood, the district with the highest per pupil spending level, had the lowest drop out rate, while Dayton, with the second highest spending level, had the highest drop out rate. New Lebanon, the lowest spending district on the list of thirty schools ranked sixteenth in its graduation rate.While simple remedies exist for keeping track of student performance over time in the transfer situation, just require each child to have a social security number and have each school keep records on the basis of the individual student, it remains to be seen if the current educational administration will be up to the challenge of managing a fast changing market type system. Indeed, the schools are going to have to~ start thinking about things in new ways.Dayton touches the eight school districts listed in the Table. As the largest school district with over 24,000 students, it might find itself the target of attempts by adjoining school districts to woo its students. Hard-up Northmont could earn an additional $1,411 for every Dayton transfer it could snag. Mad River, with the highest level of state aid would be an attractive recruiting ground because it receives $1,924 per pupil, the highest of any adjacent school district.Kettering, on the other hand, with only $309 per pupil in state aid would not stir great enthusiasm from Dayton recruiters. They would have to have six students from that district to earn the sum that one from Mad River would earn.
25
Making the game even more complex for school administrators is the fact that the state also grants additional aid toschool districts that have large numbers of children from families that qualify for welfare.Recently the London School District in Madison Countyfinally won approval of an additional school levy that would bring an increase in revenues of $280,000, only to find that the moving out of several welfare families dropped the district out of a higher paying aid category so that it lest $200,000 in that type of aid. Jefferson local, one ofDayton's adjacent districts, has 238 students from welfare families that pushes its share cf welfare students to 23 per cent. A loss of 40 of those welfare students would drop its additional aid per student from $1,056 to $716 and result m  cuts of $340 per pupil in the welfare aid category.Despite the fact that to dare no Ohio school board hasadopted a policy of taking transfers because that part of the bill does not come into effect until the time to accept students in 1993, we can expect some of the hungry, under funded districts to look to this method as a solution to their problems. Of course, under that scenario all districts will adopt similar policies as defense measures and then the competition will begin.It is likely that after 1993 we will see the kind of mayhem in Ohio Public Schools like that which hit deregulated industries such as airlines and trucking in the early 1980's. If it restructures schools so that they are doing a better job, we will be winners. For example, in a more competitiveregime, teachers that can produce results will be more highlyvalued than administrators that can't. However, we now have before us the huge bill to pay for the Savings and Loan 
bail-out as a somber reminder that introducing consumer competition over a wider area does not always produce the hoped for results.All that depositors cared about in placing their government guaranteed accounts was the interest rate. The 
more foolish and the more crooked, the more an area boomed. Savings and Loans offered the highest interest rates, and consumers acting with clear market motives shifted more and more funds into institutions that have produced huge losses. To prevent a repetition of that fiasco, we would urge that a monitoring system that will closely track the ongoing results of Senate Bill 140 be put into place before much time goes 
by. It is better to discover sooner rather than later if the new system is not producing education for our children.
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ANNOTATED LITERATURE REVIEW
1. Aganbegyan, Abel, Inside Perestroika: The Future of the Soviet Economy New York, New York: Harper Row. 1989.
COMMENTS: One of the basic principles of the new
economic and managerial system will be the widespread use of 
lease holding arrangements. This will transform the worker in 
a socialist enterprise from a wage-earner into a co-master or 
co-manager of the leased means of production and will provide 
a new motivating mechanism and new possibilities for 
involvement. Control (of the system) will be achieved 
through the final results of an enterprise's activities.
One of the first lessons learned from the past is that 
half measures and half-hearted interventions will not achieve 
anything until the administrative system is abolished 
completely it will remain an obstacle in the path of reform.
4 .Bernstein, Merton C. and Joan Broadshaug Bernstein, Social Security: The System That Works New York: Basic Books. 1988.
COMMENTS: Critics of the system argue that it is
depressing private savings rates, overpaying the elderly 
while giving them bad rates of return, and is not actuarialy 
funded. Reforms advocated are higher retirement age without a 
loss in benefits, a reform of the private pension system, and 
a broadening of social insurance to promote greater self- 
sufficiency in old age. They cite work of Modigliani of MIT 
and Alicia Munnell, in claiming that retirement provokes 
financial planning. Claim that the wealth of elderly is 
$1,500 at the median. Avoids the notion that transfers take
34
place for medicaid reasons. The best views are about private 
pension plans which lack portability, bankrupt programs, 
raids on reserves by companies that have funded them and 
arbitrary termination of programs. Only about one third of 
all workers have pension plans and about l/4th of current 
retirees have them. Major legislation here was Employee 
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). Most 
comparisons are with ideal investments and not with actual 
pension plans.
5. Blaunstein, Phyllis, "Public and Nonpublic Schools:Finding Ways to Work Together" Phi Delta Kappan, Jan. 1986: 
363 .
COMMENTS: All states require that children be educated.
42 million do so in public schools, another 5 million do so 
in private or church affiliated schools, a smaller group, 
perhaps as many as 50,000 are taught at home. Gives a history 
of the conflict between evangelical Christian schools and the
state 1976 state mandated curriculum that left little time
for teaching religion. In State vs. Whisner, the Ohio Supreme 
Court ruled that the "minimum standards overstepped the 
boundary of reasonable regulation as applied to nonpublic 
religious school. Set up chartered status for those that got 
some form of state aid and nonchartered for those that had to 
meet only basic curriculum, length of school day, length of 
school year, teacher certification, and health and safety 
regulations. They report to the state once a year with a copy 
of a letter that is sent to the parents.
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6 . Brandi, John, "An Education Policy Agenda for Legislators" in Public Schools by Choice. The Institute for Learning and Teaching, St. Paul, Minn., 1989: 55.
COMMENTS: Starts off with a list of why he as a
legislator supports choice program. 1. "We are not educating 
our children well enough to enable this country to continue 
to prosper. 2. Money is not the problem. 3. education is a
service that has come to be provided by a bureaucratic 
monopoly.
8 . Byrne, Gregory "Over Haul Urged for Math Teaching"SCIENCE 3 Febuary 1989: 597.
COMMENTS: National Research Council issued a report
that noted the number of white males entering the labor force 
is dwindling, but this is the group that has supplied the 
majority of Ph.d’s in math. The report calls for a radical 
overhaul in the way math is taught. It found that most math 
is taught by lecture, when this has proven to be the most 
inefficient way of doing it. Teachers should act as 
facilitators and de-emphasize mere computation. Curricula 
should be rewritten to remove distinctions between
arithmetic, algebra, geometry, and other math specialties. 
Improved math education might save money because about 60% 
of college math courses merely repeat material that was 
taught but unlearned in high school. In addition, U.S. 
industry spends as much on remedial math education for 
employees as is spent on math education in schools, colleges, 
and universities combined each year.
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9. Cavazos, Lauro F., Secretary of Education, Educating Our Children: Parents and Schools Together. A Report tc the President Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Education,Jan, 17, 1989.
COMMENTS: This report urges that parents be given more
latitude for choice in their children's educational programs. 
There is an appendix with three model choice programs for 
legislatures. '‘States and local school districts should: 
Increase parent choice in selecting public schools by 
permitting children to cross school and district boundaries." 
[iii] Migration from problems such as violence in the schools 
[3] is the classic American solution. Statement by David T. 
Kearns, President of Xerox Corporation spouts the joys of 
competition and endorses a variety of choices such as 
vouchers, tuition, tax credits, open enrollment plans, or 
home schooling. In Vermont, some districts are allowed to pay 
tuition for students at any nonsectarian private or public 
secondary school, even those outside the state. In 1985, 24
per cent of Vermont's high school population took advantage 
of this option.[30] It sounds like small districts don't 
have to run a high school.
There are three draft models for legislation in back: 
Model 1 is a voucher model that requires the publication of a 
list of schools that will accept the vouchers or certificates 
It has a proviso in Section 9, that the State shall have an 
independent evaluation of the program authorized under the 
act. [Appendix Model 1, p.5]
Model 2, the choice model in Section 9, "In order to enable 
a parent to make an informed decision about enrollment
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options under this Act, each school district, shall make 
available information about the district, its schools,, 
programs, policies, and procedures.
The state education agency shall promulgate regulations 
regarding the information that a district must make 
available, including the objective data on individual school 
achievement levels and (in the case of secondary schoolsi 
drop out and graduation rates. [Appendix Model 2, page 2]
There is no call for evaluating the effects of this 
program!Model III is the Bankruptcy Approach (New Jersey). 
Districts declared to be educationally bankrupt would give 
certificates to students that could use them. This model has 
a call for program evaluation in Sec. 7 [Model III p.6 ]
12. John E. Chubb, "A Blueprint for Public Education" WALLSTREET JOURNAL June 6 , 1990: A14.
COMMENTS: Points out that a decade of trying to reform
schools with the existing framework has failed to produce 
much in the way of improvements.
13. Colby, Mary, "Financial Procedures Outdated" CITY & STATE Sept. 26, 1988
COMMENTS: The top 50 school districts receive $31.4
billion year. Sixteen of the 50 districts have budgets larger 
than their city or county governments budget. Maureen 
McClure, a U. of Pittsburg Professor of Administration notes 
that they do not use sophisticated financial systems. Most 
current systems are based on state regulations: the systems 
produce information on state priorities, but offer districts
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little help with internal planning. Some districts shun 
advanced accounting methods because underneath the supposedly 
apolitical veneer of school districts, often lies firmly 
entrenched patronage, fraud and waste.
15. Collins, Thomas "Why Shouldn't Our Schools Compete?"Vital Speeds of the Day Dec. 15, 1986s 154.
COMMENTS: The advantages of competition sung by Procter 
and Gamble ex-chairman: "A private enterprise competing head- 
to-head gets continual feedback from the marketplace. The 
market doesn't vote every two or four years. It votes every
day with millions of individual decisions. The
unrelenting pressure on quality and cost keeps competitive 
enterprise on their toes.
18. Cross, Marilyn and Bill Sundermeyer, Business and Education: Shaping Ohio's Future Today. Columbus: Ohio Education Association, January, 1990.
COMMENTS: Criticizes the provisions of Senate Bill 140 
passed in July 1989, that requires each school district to 
adopt an open enrollment policy among the schools with the 
district (mandatory as of July 1, 1993) can be implemented 
earlier. Requires each school district to adopt a policy that 
would either prohibit or open enrollment of students from 
adjacent districts. Permits the State Board of Education to 
waive minimum standards for educationally deficient or 
educationally excellent school districts with the approval of 
the bargaining unit.
Senate Bill 140 imitates Minnisota where the difference
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in per pupil spending among the districts is less than $300 a 
year, while in Ohio the difference is $S,000 between the high 
and low districts.
19. Culliton, Barbara, "The Dismal State of Scientifiic Literacy" SCIENCE 3 Feburary 1989: 600.
COMMENTS: A survey of 2,000 American and British adults, 
found that 6 % of Americans and 7% of British could be called 
Scientifically Literate. Studies are underway for Japan. The 
single biggest predictor of success was a college course in 
science. Males did better than females. A sample of questions 
used: Electrons are smaller than atoms.[T F] Lasers work by 
focusing sound waves.[T F] The continents on which we live 
have been moving their location for millions of years and 
will continue to move in the future.[T F] The earliest human 
beings lived at the same time as the dinosaurs. [T F] The 
oxygen we breath comes from plants. [T F] Explain: DNA 
RADIATION GNP.
20. Eberts, Randell and Timothy J. Gronberg, "Can Competition Among Local Governments Constrain Government Spending?" Economic Commentary, Cleveland Federal Reserve 1st Quarter 1988: 2-9.
COMMENTS: Phenomenal expansion of the local public
sector is apparent since 1950 when state and local spending 
has increased at a faster rate than either the GNP, Federal 
expenditures, or expenditures on private-sector services. 
State and local currently claim 17% of personal income in 
contrast to the 10% of 1950. Currently they spend two and one 
half times more than the Federal government spends on
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civilian services. There is an argument about the structure 
within which these increased activities take place.
Duplicity cf efforts is viewed as costly while the 
counter is that decentralization makes for Tiebout type 
competition and optimization of efficient levels to various 
subgroups of society a la Oates 1972.
Wagners Law or hypothesis is that a positive 
correlation exists between income and government1s claim on 
that income. They found that an increase in decentralization 
of general-purpose governments is statistically significantly 
related to a decrease in the size of the local public sector. 
Fragmentation is associated with a decrease in local budget 
share. However, an increase in the number of single-purpose 
units increases the local budget share. This suggests that 
the costs of providing services through special districts may 
outweigh the constraining effects that competition may impose 
on spending or on the savings that result from economies of 
scale. Special districts have increased local spending.
The negative and significant coefficent on per capita 
income is evidence against the relevance of Wagners
Hypothesis applied to the local government sector. Its 
relationship is positive at the state level. Most studies of 
local expenditure demand find income elasticities that are 
significantly less that unity, which implies a decline in 
aggregate budget share as average community income rises.
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23. Feistritzer, C. Emily,"Break the Teacher Monopoly" WALL STREET JOURNAL June 29, 1990: A10.
COMMENTS: Reports on a study conducted by National
Center for Education Information, headed by author that says 
33 states now say that they have implemented alternative 
teacher certification programs, but only 1 2 , 0 0 0  teachers have, 
been certified through alternative routes or ,5% of the 
nations 24 million teachers or 1% of the new hires in the 
past five years. A California study shows that emergency 
certified teachers who are forced to sink or swim, perform 
about the same as those who have gone through both the 
alternative route and traditional route. A Texas study shows 
a dead heat between alternative route certification and 
traditional certification teachers with the edge in teaching 
skills going to experience.
In 1970 there were four million more children of school 
age than there were adults between 25-44 years old. In 1990 
there are 34 million adults that children of school age. In 
1970, 11% of 110 million adults over 25 had a bachelor1s
degree. In 1990, 20% of 150 million adults do. She notes 
the reluctance of the states educational establishments to 
use "scab" teachers. Since that time we have undergone 
progressively more frenzied attempts to solve what were 
thought to be wide spread system problems. Screams from 
soaring costs were amplified when they did not appear to 
produce any improvement in the product.
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24. Felsenthal, Edward, "New Jersey Public School Financing is Struck Down by States Highest Court" WALL STREET JOURNAL June 6 , 1990 p. A16.
COMMENTS: The State Supreme Court struck down New 
Jersey's school finance system on the grounds that the system 
does not provide enough money for schools in poorer urban 
districts. Despite changes mandated in 1975 by the Court, 
the system still produces disparities among school districts 
and thus violates the states constitutional guarantee of a 
"thorough and efficient education. The order ruled that the 
state must produce a plan for equal funding by the beginning 
of the 1991-92 school year. This ruling came one week after 
Gov. Florio released a $1.2 billion proposal that would 
increase state assistance to poorer school districts by 
raising the state income tax for wealthy residents and 
reducing the share of the state budget allocated to more 
affluent districts.
In response to a similar ruling by the Texas Supreme 
Court last fall, the Texas State Senate approved a $528 
million plan to increase funds available to poor districts. 
It would be financed by an increase in state sales taxes and 
tobacco taxes.
25. Fisher, Mark "1 out of 4 Pupils in County Dropping Out" Dayton Daily News, April 1, 1990: 1-A.
COMMENTS: Lists thirty school districts in Montgomery,
Greene and Warren County graduation rates and finds that they 
range from a high of 97% in Oakwood, a low of 55% in Dayton 
City Schools. This figure tracked 1985 freshman, adjusted for
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migration, assumed not a large number died, or migrated 
during the senior year. Surprises on the list were schools 
like New Lebanon that was 18th on the list while Kettering 
was much lower. This could be taken as a symbol of wresting 
information out of the hands of the professionals that have 
been charged with the "Lake Woebegone Effects" where all the 
children are above average.
26. Friedberg Aaron, The Weary Titan: Eritain and the Experience of Relative Decline Princeton: Princeton University Press 1989.
COMMENTS: This study focuses on the debate of the
British Government in the 1895-1905 period. He argues that 
using numerical measures of power disguised the change that 
was going on and that it limited it to looking at certain 
outward measures. British officials relied on numerical 
measures that were easy to get such as trade, numbers of 
ships, etc,. This focused the debate on competitiveness of 
the economy vis-a-vis other countries, but never got the 
officals to look at the domestic economy. Friedberg notes 
that the call for protectionism was resisted, but that no 
attention was paid to suggestions such as Alfred Marshall's 
that the level of technical education should be raised. He 
concludes that the decline of Britain was not inevitable but 
was due to the poor choices that were made by those 
considering the problem.
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28. Glen, Charles, "Putting Choice in Place" in Public Schools By Choice. The Institute for Learning and Teaching, St. Paul, Minn. 1989: 149.
COMMENTS: Argues that choice plans work best for
acheiving desegregation of public schools. Before trying to
suggest choice, some actions may be taken to overcome the 
more obvious weaknesses of the choice programs. At the
end he will try and describe the dynamics of such situations 
because they are likely to have different effects over 
different time periods. Lastly, he will examine even more 
radical proposals such as those of John Chub and Terry Moe 
that advocate the doing away with government provision of 
education except to finance it and let parents take over the 
supervision job.
29. Graham, Ellen "Values Lessons Returns to the Classroom"WALL STREET JOURNAL, SEPT 26, 1988: 25.
COMMENTS: Notes that as more women work, as more broken 
families occur and less stress on importance of religion, 
that values decline. Educators are afraid that attempts to 
teach values in the schools will lead to more jamming of an 
already over stretched curriculum.
31. Hamilton, John Maxwell Entangling Alliances Cabin John,Md: Seven Locks Press, 1990.
COMMENTS: World merchandise trade has been growing 15%
faster than output in the 1983 recovery period. We know
merchandise imports like manhole covers from India go to
Phoenix, Arizona but so do shoes from Miami to the Yucatan 
Penninsula for repairs, claims made against New York Life are
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handled by offices in Ireland. Between 1954-63, trade was 8 % 
of GNP, BY 1980 it was 21%, by 1885 it was 26%. In 1980,
foreigners owed us the equivalent of $2,500 per capita by 
1988 we owed foreigners $7,000 per capita. ($168 billion). 
Claims that interdependence is here and that it is neither 
good or bad because it is both.
34. Heilbroner, Robert, "Reflections: The Triumph of Capitalism" New Yorker Jan. 23, 1989: 98.
COMMENTS: Adam Smith in his Wealth of Nations thought
that a country1s ascent coming to an end when it finally 
attained, "that full complement of riches to which the nature 
of its soil and climate and its situation with respect to 
other countries entitled it." He thus had a static concept 
of economic growth as did Keynes, who thought that 
opportunities were bounded. Particularly in modern times 
every generation has extricated itself from sanity by 
reinventing its own "standard of life". Even Marx, who was 
keenly alive to capitalism's capacity for generating outlets 
for expansion, would have been nonplussed by the extent to 
which family living has been commodified by TV, precooked 
foods, detergents, and running shoes. "God knows what 
profitable invasions of our remaining privacy awaits us in 
this never-ending search for overlooked crevices in which 
capitalism might grow.
Quixotically, this lack of purchasing power was itself 
the result of failure on the part of business to undertake 
enough investment projects. Lack of investment caused lack of
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employment, which in turn caused lack of income to buy 
output. Rostow calculated that manufacturing output has grown 
by 2.8% per year for the past 200 years. While this sounds 
modest, it represents an increase of 1700%. Robert Hamrin has 
recently pointed out that in 1986 the top twenty per cent 
of all American households received 46.1% of all pretax and 
pretransfer income, while the lowest 2 0 % got 3 . 8 before taxes 
and transfers. Raw market forces have forced the largest 
disparity in income on the American record.
Schumpeter, in his Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy, 
argued that Capitalism created a critical frame of mind 
which, after having destroyed the moral authority of so many 
other institutions, in the end turns against its own; the 
bourgeois finds to his amazement that the rationalist 
attitude does not stop at the credentials of kings and popes 
but goes on to attack private property and whole scheme of 
bourgeois values. He saw a metamorphosis of capitalism into 
socialism that would be run by the former managers of 
capitalism. A central idea that legitimizes captalism is the 
uncritical worship of economic growth.
Immanuel Wallerstein, one of the most influential 
economic historians, suggests that regimes are characterized 
by the presence of one standard-bearing class. Capitalism 
has not one but two centers of authority, one built around 
the economic system and the other around the political 
perogatives of the governmental system. Calvin Coolidge spoke 
the truth, however naively, when he said that "The business
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of America is business." Both realms live in uneasy 
coexistence. "Governments of capitalist economies are also
charged with the need to oversee, restrain, adjudicate, and 
correct tendencies of the economic realm that may arise from 
the unco-ordinated. or short-sighted or simply harmful 
operations of its individual members. After reaching a
zenith of capturing power from government in a march from the 
1 1 th to 18th century, which allowed Smith to spell out the 
proper role of government, the movement has been back the
other way beginning with the Factory Acts of 1833 which Marx 
used to indict the system.
A central cause of the century long movement in almost 
all countries of the public-private boundary towards the 
government reflects the conservative political nature 
of capitalism much more than it does an emerging economic 
radicalism within it. Government extends its reach into the 
economic realm to cushion, restrain, or offset disruptions 
that emerge from the shuddering industrial machine in the 
basement. The disruptive power of technology, the complexity 
of urban life, the concatenation of the economy are all 
likely to increase, and increase the need for government 
repair efforts, which usually get blamed after a while for 
creating the damage they are trying to repair. Can a 
nation-state still control its own currency, if it flows 
into and out of its banks in volumes that vastly over­
shadow the size of its own money supply? Can it assess
balance of trade if a significant fraction of its imports
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come from its own companies situated abroad? The economy 
energized people to work; the polity inspires them to work
together. People will die for a flag but not a corporation,
Ends by saying that capitalism will have to meet the 
challenge of internationalism while socialism will have to 
see if it can exist with capitalism in its tent. Sweden may 
well be the look of the future.
35. Hendry, John Innovating For Failure: Government Policyand The Early British Computer Industry Cambridge, Massachusetts 1990.
COMMENTS: A detailed case study of the British problem: 
the chronic inability of British industry to convert 
exceptionally high levels of technological expertise into 
commercial success in an international market place. He 
focuses on the National Research Development Corporation 
(NRDC) established in 1949 to stimulate and sponsor 
industrial development of publicly held patents. During its 
first decade under the direction of Lord Halsbury, it devoted 
the bulk of its resources to capitalizing on Britain1s early 
lead in electronic digital computers and to establishing a 
computer industry capable of competing with American firms, 
foremost among them, IBM.
It is interesting to contrast the British approach with 
that reported by Tom Watson Jr. in his book, Father and Son, 
where he issued orders that the company would no longer make 
calculators but would use electronic circuits and then set up 
a manager to go out and do wholesale hiring of young 
engineering talent that was set up outside the existing
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Inventors shop at Endicot, N.Y. in places like Yorktown 
Heights and San Jose, California— to take Stanford talent. In 
case after case NRDC went after companies to persuade them to 
invest in production models but never succeeded because 
it could not offer an real incentives to take a risk„ It had 
a duty to break even and was reluctant to gamble on products, 
but the consequence was that it gambled, perhaps unwittingly, 
on organizations. It usually lost.
The British Problem may go back to Samuel Butler, who 
turned an adage around to expound, perhaps unintentionally, a 
truth of commercial exploitation: "Invention is the mother of 
necessity. Characteristically, it was American entrepreneurs 
who grasped that truth and created, rather than waiting for, 
the demand for telephones, phonographs, automobiles, 
computers, and other consumer items that we now think of as 
indispensable to modern living.
It must also be observed that Kenneth Flamm documented 
in Creating the Computer ( Brooking Institution, 1988), that 
the foresight of American computer entrepreneurs was 
sharpened by massive government funding of research and 
development. Watson recounts that it was the Strategic Air 
Command's desire for computers to use on the Distant Early 
Warning line that propelled the technology at IBM. He told an 
Air Force General that if he would shake Watson's hand and 
tell him he had the contract that he would start shoveling 
the dirt to build the plant to produce those computers in. He 
got the handshake and the 790 was born.
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In their concern to anticipate the needs and tastes of 
customers, American enterprise overcame in practice the 
simplistic, linear concept of technology transfer as applied 
science that Hendry believes blocked the NRDC from the start. 
Bringing science to market needs both reseach and development 
and some of the enterprise must be devoted to the low-tech 
that makes high-tech usable outside the laboratory.
39. Kellam, S. ET. AL. "Family Structure and Mental Health of Children", Archives of General Psychiatry 1977 Vol. 34, 1012- 
1022 .
COMMENTS: Longitudinal study. Tracking mental health of 
all first grade children in an inner city school in Chicago 
found that the following family arrangements prevailed: 
Mother and father (40%), mother alone (37%), mother and 
grandmother (5.7%), mother and stepfather 94%), mother and 
other (6 %), no mother (7%).
40. Keynes, John Maynard, The General Theory of Employment. Interest and Money London: McMillan 1936:157-158.
COMMENTS: "... it is the long-term investor, he who most 
promotes the public interest, who will in practice come in 
for most criticism, wherever investment funds are managed by 
committees or boards or banks. For it is in the essence of 
this behavior that he should be eccentric, unconventional, 
and rash in the eyes of average opinion. If he is successful 
that will only confirm the general belief in his rashness; 
and if in the short-run he is unsuccessful, which is very 
likely, he will not receive much mercy. Worldly wisdom
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teaches that it is better for reputation to fail
conventionally than to succeed unconventionally."
42. Kingkade, W. Ward, "Estimates and Projections of Educational Attainment in the USSR to the Year 2000" Center 
for International Research, U.S. Bureau of the Census Washington, D„C. CIR Staff Paper No. 54, March 1930; iv.
COMMENTS: Kingkade notes that by year 2000, 98% of
Russian entrants to the labor force will have completed 
secondary education while 8 6 % of U.S. will have finished 
high school.
46. Magner, Denise, "Young People Found Widely Misinformed About the Cost of Higher Education" Chronicle of Higher Education Oct. 12, 1988.
COMMENTS: Reports the results of a recent Gallup poll 
that found that most young Americans think a college 
education costs three times as much as it actually does. It 
was commissioned by the Council for Advancement and Support 
of Education. 2/3 of students in the poll were junior and 
senior students in high school. N=10C>0. Two year cost
estimate was $3,519 while reported amount is $1,158 for 
tuition, fees, and books. State college estimate was $6,841 
while it is 2,825. Criticized Bennet, who said student 
estimates are right because they include the subsidy part of 
taxes rather than just looking at the sticker price. Reported 
that they looked to peers and parents for advice about 
college rather than high school counselors. Seven of ten high 
schoolers planned to be full time students at a four year 
college and . 2 to a two year technical college.
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48. McCarthy, Kevin, "Q's and A 's About the Future of the Three R ’s; A Demographers Perspective. 11 Rand Publication No. P-6972 March 1984.
COMMENTS: Dramatic changes in women1s participation in 
the labor force will make for even greater changes in the 
need for child care. Suggests that as declines in enrollments 
effect physical utilization rates, it might be possible to 
shift them into day care centers. For business, it would be 
cheaper to subsidize these kind of day care centers rather 
than pay through employees. "Providing after school services 
to children of working parents on a fee for service basis 
might enable schools to expand the range of nonessential 
services that have been curtailed in an era of reduced 
funding and emphasis on a no-frills curriculum."
49. Mitchell, George, "School District Fails Blacks, Foils Reforms," WALL STREET JOURNAL Oct. 7, 1S37: 32.
COMMENTS: Reports that the Milwaukee school
establishment has defeated reform proposals of blacks in the 
95,000 student district 21st largest in the country. Blacks 
make up 65% of students. The districts last official plan 
stated that blacks would not score as well as whites for 1 0  
years. Joyce Mallory, a black member and former president of 
the school boards scoffs at the suggestion that black 
students could do as well as whites from the suburbs. The 
educators explain their low expectations by focusing on 
problems beyond their control-broken homes, teen-age
pregnancy- thus insulate themselves from the blame.
Refers to studies summarized by U.S. Education Secretary
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William Bennet, "Works," and "Schools that Work". Major 
findings of a Milwaukee study: 1) Where teachers and parents 
report effective parent involvement, "Test scores are higher, 
failures and dropouts fewer and attendance rates higher.
Teacher perceptions of parent involvement are the most 
consistent indicator of performance we analyzed." 2) There is 
a consistent pattern of expectations that develops on the 
part of students and teachers.... The positive schools in 
terms of performance have the highest reported levels of 
expectations.11 3.) an effective school, which in the eyes of 
teachers has stronger leadership standards and expectations 
performs better for students regardless of their background.
50. Miller, George A., "The Challenge of Universal Literacy" SCIENCE 9 September 1988: 1293.
COMMENTS: Universal literacy has always been a goal of 
the United States. But literacy has been a moving target: 
criteria have risen as technology advanced. Comprehension 
skills well beyond simple decoding are now required. 
Research by educators and psychologists has laid a scientific 
foundation on which new pedagogic methods can be based. But 
even with better teaching, the hope that all adults can 
attain the highest levels of literacy skills may be 
unrealistic.
Writing was invented 5,000 years ago, but the idea of 
universal literacy is a modern idea. Mass literacy and a 
means of dissemination combined to make mass communication 
possible. An 18th century person able to read aloud familiar
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passages of the bible would be counted as a functional 
illiterate today. We also have an intermediate status called 
semiliteracy. Machlup noted that in 1958 knowledge production 
and distribution accounted for 29% of G.N.P. and was growing 
2.5 times faster than other components.
"If employment opportunities continue to improve for 
high-level knowledge producing labor, and to worsen for 
unskilled manual labor, the danger of increasing unemployment 
for the latter becomes more serious."
A 1980 survey of workers reflecting a cross section of 
occupations found that nearly 99% participate in some form of 
reading every day, with a daily average of two hours of 
reading. One reaction has been to blame the educational 
system for failing to turn out the needed skills in 
students to earn a living when they graduate from high 
school. Reading has often been singled out as the critical 
failure. Social problems stem from the creation of an 
underclass that cannot meet the rising standards.
In 1985 the National Assessment of Educational Progress 
used functional measures to test literacy skills and then 
translated them into grade equivalents. Only 54% of the 
sample met the 12th grade criterion at that time. Lower level 
skills are improving in the U.S., but upper level ones are 
not. Reading programs that link reading to knowledge about 
job skills are more successful because they link knowledge, 
which makes it easier to pick up more knowledge through 
reading.
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51. Miller, James, "Some Workers Set Up LEO'S of Their Own and Benefit Greatly" WALL STREET JOURNAL Dec. 13s 1988: 1.
COMMENTS: Federally legislated tax benefits of employees 
stock options plans (ESOP'S) have become powerful tools for 
financing leverage buyouts.
52. Mitgang, Lee, "Nation Waits to See If Kentucky Schools 
Will Make the Grade" Dayton Daily News April 1, 1990: 5-B.
COMMENTS: In June 1989, the Kentucky State Supreme Court 
declared Kentucky's system of public schools inequitable and 
unconstitutional. It ordered the legislature to come up with 
an entirely new system of school governance and finance. On 
March 29, 1990 the legislature passed a 900 page bill aimed 
at smoothing out the inequities between rich and poor school 
districts through a $1.26 billion package of state tax 
increases. Gov. Wilkinson is expected to sign the measure. 
New minimum levels of $2,900 per pupil for 570,000 students 
in the state. Current system ranges from 1,800 to 4,200 a 
year. This makes Kentucky the 11th state to follow court 
mandates have overturned inequitable school financing laws. 
Other states include; New Jersey, Kansas, Wisconsin,
California, Conn., Washington, West Virginia, Wyoming, 
Arkansas and Montana. Its most important feature is that 
districts would gain unprecedented control over curriculum 
and other day-to-day operations. The state requires each 
district to adopt at least one school per district to be run 
via site-based management. Schools run in this manner would
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form committees consisting of the principal and teacher and 
parent representatives empowered to make decisions on 
curriculum and other matters. Unresolved is how the state is 
going to monitor the progress of the districts which are 
supposed to be rewarded for success and punished for failure.
53. Montano, Jessie, "Choice Comes to Minnesota" in Public 
Schools by Choice, The Institute for Learning and Teaching, St. Paul, Minn. 1989: 165.
COMMENTS: Montano gives a legislative history of the 
Minnesota choice plan. In January, 1985, the Access to 
Education Plan that had choice elements in it was introduced 
by Gov. Rudy Perpich. It drew opposition from Minnesota 
School Board Association, Association of School
Administrators, Education Association, and Federation of 
Teachers. Only Post Secondary Educational Opportunities part 
of the package passed the legislature on the first go.
In 1987 a voluntary open enrollment program was passed, 
and in 1988 the bill making it mandatory was passed. The post 
secondary option program grew from 3,500 students in 85-86 to 
5,700 in 87-88. Most students are from rural areas. Students 
that enroll in Private colleges make higher grades than those 
that enroll in Community Colleges. The Governor, Rudy
Perpich, tells of a letter he got from a mother of a girl who 
was in the bottom of her class and planning to quit to play 
drums in a rock and roll band when she tried the program. 
She graduated from high school and finished the first year of 
college simultaneously.
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54. Morris, Betsy, "Big Spenders" WALL STREET JOURNAL July30, 1987.
COMMENTS: John Robinson, a University of Maryland
sociologist found that both men and women average over six 
hours a week shopping, compared to one hour gardening or 
reading books, 40 minutes playing with children, ten minutes 
or less on golf. "I shop therefore, I am." "Born to shop." 
are examples of popular bumper stickers. About 70% of all 
adults visit a regional shopping mall weekly, neighborhood 
shopping centers twice a week and grocery stores twice a 
week. 53% of grocery and hardware buying is spur of the 
moment.
Tom 0'Guinn, an advertising teacher at U. of 111., says 
ads have fueled consumer value of objects for what they stand 
for rather than what they can do. I buy a Mercedes, not 
because it is a fine piece of German engineering, but because
it is a symbol of my success.
Richard Feinburg of Purdue U., found that consumers 
indicated a willingness to pay higher prices or spend bigger 
when a credit card was pictured nearby.
Ciadini, a U. of Arizona psychologist, believes that 
consumers are resorting to increasingly to what he calls 
click- whir behavior. Life has become so complex that 
consumers can't possibly analyze the merits of all of their 
decisions. So they are more susceptible to certain cues and 
symbols like discount or last day sale and take less time to
analyze fundamental questions like need or cost. " When we
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react to symbols instead of to information, then what we do 
doesn't make sense anymore. "
55. Murray, Charles, In Pursuit of Happiness and Good 
Government Simon & Schuster: New York 1938: 341.
COMMENTS: "Why an economic system that pours out a
profusion of cheap-but-decent shoes, food, clothes and every 
other basic of life is prevented from pouring out a profusion 
of cheap-but-decent apartments for rent," is an example of 
one of the questions that he pursues. He claims that people 
naturally construct community services for the unfortunate. 
People do this because it gives them satisfaction. When 
government does it community institutions become less needed 
and therefore less rewarding. People become withdrawn, self- 
absorbed and atomized. When you remove responsibility 
from the community, you remove community.
Through most of this century, for example, charitable 
giving increased year by year, but with the advent of 
the "Great Society" program, which gave government a bigger 
social role, charitable giving declined. It continued 
dropping until 1981 when cuts in government programs 
led to rising donations and community service. Parents no 
longer have to bother themselves much with schooling, for 
example, as state and federal governments have taken 
responsibility for curriculum, teacher hiring and graduation 
standards away from local institutions.
He argues that once there is enough money for food and 
shelter, money is mostly unrelated to happiness. If this is
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true it is an argument that can cut both ways. More 
government may reduce the satisfaction from giving, but more 
taxes on upper income brackets will impose only a small 
welfare burden on rich tax payers. In his view, happiness 
comes from meeting challenges where the possibility of 
failure is real. Challenge, self-responsiblity, and
competence are the stuff of utility functions, not quantities 
of goods themselves.
56. Nathan, Joe, Public Schools by Choice St. Paul, Minn.:
The Institute For Learning and Teaching 1989.
COMMENTS: The list of financial supporters of the
publication includes well known corporations such as Cray 
Computers, Dayton Department Stores, General Mills, Pilsbury, 
and Target Stores. He reports the genesis of the public 
choice schools movement.
57. Nathan, Joe, "Progress, Problems and Prospects With State 
Choice Plans" in Public Schools By Choice, The Institute for 
Learning and Teaching, St. Paul, Minn. 1989: 203 .
COMMENTS: Nathan reports a list of state choice programs 
that are pretty thin cheese but also notes that state wide 
polls in Minnesota showed a swing in public support for 
choice programs from 33% in favor in 1985 to 63% in favor by 
1988. He notes that President Bush endorsed choice programs 
in East Harlem and in Minnesota in a January 1989 speech. He 
notes also that the market for paid learning centers has been 
expanding to fill the gap left by public education for well 
to do parents.
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58. "New Jersey Seized Control of Jersey City Schools" WALL 
STREET JOURNAL Oct, 5, 1989: A1.
COMMENTS: The 28,000 student school district was taken
over into state receivership citing political intrusion in 
hiring practices and failure to provide a safe educational 
environment. Court cases on State Finance Systems, more 
centralization in New Jersey. Test marketing in one area and 
then moving the successes into the main stream cf operations 
like McDonalds is common in the private sector. It is more 
difficult to perform in schools because of the well 
documented "Hawthorn" effect in experiments involving people 
motivation. First noted at the Hawthorn plant of Western 
Electric that conducted an experiment involving a test 
assembly line that was given more and more light that seemed 
to increase productivity rates. When the amount of light was 
reduced, productivity still went up. It seemed that the 
amount of light was not the thing fueling increasing worker 
productivity but the amount of attention the program was 
getting from management. Thus, something that seems to work 
under the scrutiny of experimenters has less success when it 
is established as part of ordinary operations.
59. 0 1 Boyle, Thomas, "Greying Germany Facing Pension Cuts:
By 2030, Retirees May Exceed Workers" WALL STREET JOURNAL 
Dec. 22, 1989: A10.
COMMENTS: Germany has the highest median age outside of 
Sweden. The year 2030 will see pensioners outnumbering 
workers. Proposed increases in deductables for medicane. 
Growth of pension costs from 15% to 20% is expected by 1995
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for the government, which covers the differences between 
income and payout.
60. Orlich, Donald C. , "Education Reforms: Mistakes, 
Misconceptions, Miscues" Phi Delta Kappan, March 1989: 512.
COMMENTS: Orlich dates the reform in public education
from the Olde Deluder Satan Act of 1647 to the present. Lots 
of reforms have been contradictory in nature, poorly 
implemented, and eventually abandoned, " Cosmetic and 
intrinsically inferior" are the labels he assigns to most 
reforms. He quotes a William Chance study that lists the 
overwhelming flood of reform enacted by states in the 1980's .
A Nation at Risk recommends tougher coursework 
requirements for high school graduation, higher admissions 
standards for Universities, a longer school day and school 
year, merit pay for outstanding teachers, and more 
participation by citizens in the public schools. C.H. Edson 
notes that these recommendations are like those issues in 
1893 by the Committee of Ten. Ronald Brandt1s remark that
"the freeway of American Education is cluttered with wrecks 
of famous bandwagons. He notes that the 1971-77 Experimental 
School Program was a flop, as well as the Ford Foundation 
effort. Says effective schools was the next vehicle on the 
track. Blames James Coleman and Christopher Jencks study 
showing correlations exist between socioeconomic status and 
achievement as supplying the rationale for not succeeding 
with minority children.
Thomas Good and Jere Brophy pointed out that teachers
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generally get from students what they expect.
Edmonds said four traits of an effective school are: 1)
strong instructional leadership; 2) high expectations of 
students; 3) quiet and pleasant atmosphere; and 4) emphasis 
on the acquisition of basic skills. Again, he is into 
producing effective institutions, not individual principals 
and teachers. Says efforts at reform should focus on single 
schools, takes three to five years. Strong tradition of 
intuitive wisdom among educators and a strong tradition among 
politicians to meddle in professional aspects of teaching.
Linda Dar1ing-Hammond and Barnett Berry estimated that 
700 pieces of legislation were enacted from 1983 to 1985 
alone.
Wants a moritorium of reforms so that local districts 
could implement their own improvement program. He does not 
say what would impell them to do it.
61. Otten, Alan, "Family Circumstances Tied to Dropping Out"
WALL STREET JOURNAL, June 21, 1990: B1.
COMMENTS: Researchers using common at risk indicators 
found that a large survey of eighth graders showed over 20 
per cent had two or more such factors. They are: Single 
parent family; below $15,000 income; being home alone more 
than 3 hours a day; having a dropout as a sibling; having 
limited English skills; and having parents that did not 
finish high school.
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63. Pipho, Chris, "Stateline: In the Wake of the Waves"
Phi Delta Kappan, October 1989: 102.
COMMENTS: Pipho notes that 25 states have introduced
choice bills in the past year. He says that free-market 
approaches seem to be replacing top down mandates. He senses 
that the next generation of reform activity may move slower 
than did the initial omnibus legislative approach in the mid 
801s because they have had so little discernable effects on 
outcomes. He reports on Sen. Bill 140 in Ohio and the West 
Virginia no pass in school and under 18 no drive law.
64. Pipho, Chris, "Stateline: The Quick Fix or A Lasting 
Solution?" Phi Delta Kappan, March 1989: 502.
COMMENTS: Mocks legislative bias towards fixing problems 
simply and at little cost. West Virginia passed law mandating 
that high school drop outs lose their licence to drive.
Passed in summer of 1988.
67. Scharfstein, David S. and Jeremy C. Stein, "Herd Behavior 
and Investment" American Economic Review, June 1990: 465.
COMMENTS: Herd behavior can arise in a variety of
contexts, as a consequence of rational attempts by managers 
to enhance their reputations as decision makers. In addition 
to reputational concerns, there are other factors that 
influence herding. One of these is the extent to which there 
are commonly unpredictable components to investment outcomes: 
correlated prediction errors lead to the "sharing the blame 
effect" that drives managers to herd. Also important is the 
nature of the managerial labor market: herding is more likely 
to be a problem when managers' outside opportunities are
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relatively unattractive, and when compensation depends upon 
absolute rather than relative ability assessment.
69. Schultz, T.W., "The Value of the Ability to Deal With 
Bisequilbrium" Journal of Economic Literature, XXIII, 1975, 
827-46.
COMMENTS: Schultz makes the useful distinction between
skills. Worker skills may be efficiency in performing a task 
and allocative skills which relate to efficiency in decision 
making. These latter skills may command a higher rate of 
return during periods of rapid economic change.
70. Sheffrin, Steven M., The Making of Economic Policy 
Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1989.
COMMENTS: Prior to the beginning of the Reagan
administration, a common theme began to emerge among some 
conservative economists, and policy makers. It was not just 
failure of choices made by Carter but endemic to the 
operation of economic policy in the U.S. The fundamental 
problem were the incentives that the institutional framework 
provided policymakers. Changing personnel would not solve the 
problem what was needed was changes in institutions. Reducing 
the scope of discretionary policy making.
71. Shelton, Judy, The Coming Soviet Crisis: Gorbachev1s 
Desperate Pursuit of Credit in the Western Financial Markets 
Glencoe, 111.: Free Press, 1989.
COMMENTS: A Hoover publication which claims that Soviet 
budget deficits have grown from 20% deficits to 30% deficits 
in the 19801s . These deficits are about three or four times
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larger than the U.S. percentages. These deficits have been 
financed by forced savings in the Soviet Union because a 
considerable portion of wages have not been converted into 
goods and services purchases because the goods have not been 
available. The Russians have borrowed about $15 billion in 
mostly non-dollar currencies and accompanied by partly 
offsetting reductions in Soviet debt to Western governments-- 
a point not made by Shelton. She does not explore the fact 
that ruble balances could be sterilized by replacing them 
with 30 year non-tradable bonds which could be redeemed after 
the ruble becomes convertible.
73. Social Security Administration 1988 OASDI Trustees Report 
Supt. of Documents: Wash. D.C., May 1988.
COMMENTS: Spending has grown from $1 billion in 1950 to 
$209 billion in 1987. Actuarial data suggest that the social 
security fund which was fixed in 1983 to have some reserves 
because of the changing demographics of the population will 
be in surplus by 12 trillion by 2031. Of course, this assumes 
that no recessions or economic downturns occur during the 
interval that shows a balance occuring by 2050. A hell of an 
assumption over a 77 year period.
75. Swinton, John R. , "Service-Sector Wages: The Importance 
of Education" Economic Commentary, Federal Reserve of 
Cleveland, Dec. 15, 1988.
COMMENTS: Swinton points out that jobs are growing more
rapidly in the service sector and that wage increases are 
highest for additional education in service occupations. 
Manufacturing has lost 100,000 j obs in the 1980's. In
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contrast, finance, insurance and real estate have increased 
employment by 1.4 million, trade industries have added more 
than 4 million, and services by more than 6 million workers.
76. "Teachers vs. Kids" WALL STREET JOURNAL, June 6, 1990:
A14 27.
COMMENTS: The Wisconsin voucher plan is the brain child 
of Polly Williams, an ex welfare mother who finished college 
and became a State Representative. She believes that 
government programs prevent her constituents from exercising 
real power and choice in their lives. She pushed through a 
bill that will allow 1,000 low-income Milwaukee students to 
attend private, nonsectarian schools. The state will pay up 
to $2,500 in tuition and subtract the money from the 
Milwaukee public schools.
Milwaukee Alderman Larraine McNamara-McGraw says that 
the public school system is "not a perfect structure, but 
it's the only one that pretends to educate all the children." 
Mrs Williams says that "pretend" is precisely the right word. 
She says the poverty industry has to be curbed. This kind of 
talk is winning converts. Detroit Councilman Keith Butler is 
supporting a slate of pro-voucher candidates. Mrs. Williams 
answer to the reactionary crowd is that they don't have to 
choose between its own interests and those of students. "If 
you all are worried about your jobs, try doing them better."
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77. Timar, Thomas and David L. Kirp, "Education Reform in the 1980's: Lessons from the States" Phi Delta Kappan, March,
1989: 504.
COMMENTS: Since 1983 the states have generated more
rules and regulations about education than in the previous 
twenty years. [506] "Assessing the national efforts to reform
the schools can provide some important lessons for policy 
makers. Among the most important, is the fact that policy 
dynamics of school reform are highly complex....We have 
learned there are no magic bullets with which to reform 
schools. " Finally, the most important lesson from school 
reform efforts is that we need a new theory of institutional 
reform.
This new theory proposes that reform must focus on 
improving the health and competence of schools as 
organizations. "Though simple, it has profound implications 
for redefining the roles and responsibilities of just about 
everyone connected with schools, including teachers, 
administrators, professional organizations, policy makers, 
colleges and universities, and within the latter schools of 
education.
They are smart enough to recognize the reform movements 
as having two branches that they name: Authorized-The
official version of reform. The world of state mandates, 
state legislation, and the highly visible political activity 
surrounding formal structures and directives. The second 
dimension of the school reform movement might be called the 
regional or localist movement. This dimension comprises the
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blizzard of local and regional activities. The third 
dimension they call the conversation which happens to 
teachers influenced by ideas about reform.
The common feature of schools as they are now organized 
is the lack of responsibility. Say state efforts need to be 
directed at changing schools as organizations.[508] They look 
at three states; Texas, California, and South Carolina and 
characterize them as mandated, market incentives or
bargaining by locals with central authority (these lads have 
the same trouble Clifford Geertz had in his study Princes and 
peddlers of the evolution of a market system in Java), and 
political interaction. They like South Carolina and say that 
they let locals write plans but hold them accountable for 
implementing them. "A theory of institutional support must be 
based on several premises. Chief among them is the
proposition that schools as institutions  not teachers or
students or curricula  are the principal targets of reform.
[510]
78. Tucker, Marc S., To Secure Our Future: The Federal Role 
in Education. Rochester: National Center on Education and the 
Economy, Spring 1990.
COMMENTS: Is now working on second report that argues
that a fundamental upgrading of the skills of the nation's 
workers should be one of this country's highest priorities. 
Four essential needs: prepare noncollege-bound youngsters for 
work in an increasingly complex, internationalized economy; 
to create an effective "second chance" system of job training 
for those out of high school and out of work; to devise a
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means for reeducating existing workers whose expertise is 
becoming outmoded; and to create a national system for the 
continued education and training of the work force as a 
whole. Ira Magaziner chairs the committee responsible for 
formulating the report.
80. Uzzell, Lawrence A., "Education Reforms Fail the Test" 
WALL STREET JOURNAL, May 10, 1989: A22.
COMMENTS: Starts with a question that 49% of takers
failed to answer: Which of the following is true about 87% of 
10? a) It is > 10. b) It is < than 10. c) It is equal to ten. 
d) Can't tell.
Public school reform blossomed in the early 1980's and 
it has not cured the problem. Between 1963 and 1980 SAT 
scores fell by 90 points on the verbal math averages. Since 
1980 it has recovered only 14 points of the loss—  and it has 
remained level or fallen for the past three years. Its climb 
rate was only 1/3 that of its earlier drop. 1984 average was 
897. 1988 was 904 which is below the 937 that would mark the
halfway recovery point.
Paul Copperman, author of the "Literacy Hoax" says that 
the recent uptick in scores reflects not a move back toward a 
literate society, but the successful teaching of mechanical 
reading and test-taking skills. Absolute numbers of test 
takers making over 750 on verbal was only 986 fewer than half 
as many as in 1981. Math scores are better, but only 6% have 
mastered multistep problem solving and algebra, and this has 
remained constant.
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John Jacob Cannell, a new Mexican M. D. , in a 1987 
survey of school districts, found that all 50 state education 
scores were above average. This has been called the Lake 
Wobegone effect, named after Garrison Keillor's Prairie.
Test selling companies tell school districts that they 
will be able to announce improvements every year. This has 
increased school expenditures on a per pupil basis by 25% 
since 1982, but has not delivered more excellence.
81. Waiberg, Herbert, "Educational Productivity and Choice" 
in Public Schools by Choice, The Institute for Learning and 
Teaching, St. Paul, Minn. 1989: 69.
COMMENTS: University of Illinois Education Professor has 
summarized the arguments for choice and market forces and has 
not issued much in the way of caveats.
82. Walsh, Kieron, "Fiscal Crisis and Stress: Origins and Implications" in Paddington and Bailey op. cit. 1988: 30.
COMMENTS: Argues that much crisis is simply the state
trying to shift the terms of the debate over the role of the 
state from one venue to another. Reviews three micro theories 
of government: Baumol's thesis that lack of technical
progress in the government sector leads to unbalanced growth; 
Bucann's public choice idea that decision makers are guided 
by self interest and Mancur Olsen's argument that government 
responds to interest groups and imposes rigidities that 
hinder change over time and that when they build up to a 
level that is insupportable (shades of 1989 Soviet Union) 
the whole system tends to crumble and get swept away. He
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argues that public choice theories are naive because the 
ignore the role of altruism, ideology, socialization and 




The footnotes in the text in Part I use the same 





The data used was obtained from Russell Harris of the 
Ohio Education Association. The data was on a tape, which was 
then loaded into the I.B.M. mainframe, account number S2046. 
To access this account, the password is Tracy. The tape, 
unfortunately, was prepared on a VAX, and it was not possible 
to re-format the data on the I.B.M. The data is m  three 
separate files in an external library in the above account. 
The files are labeled: AID.ASC; SCH-DIS.ASC; TOUCH.ASC.
To work with the data, each screen was printed and then 
the specific data had to be searched for manually. To prevent 
the next user of this data having to perform this exercise, 
the data has entered into a data base on a P.C. using P.F.S. 
First Choice software and a disk is available from Dr. Treacy 
or myself. The data files on the disk are in ASCII format and 
so are compatible with most software.
The disk has a record for each school district by school 
district code number and includes: the name of each school
district, basic average daily membership, total average daily 
membership, basic aid, DPIA in dollars (additional aid 
determined by number of welfare students), the number of DPIA 
students and the cost per pupil. This file is labeled "DATA" 
on the disk. There is another file on the disk labeled 
"COUNTY" and has a record for each school district by code 
number, name and county. A printed copy of the county file is 
included in Appendix A.
A printed copy of the TOUCH file is also included in 
Appendix A. It should be noted that the second digit of the 
touch file shown in the first column (the source school 
district), indicating the type of school district, is the 
last digit in the school code numbers given as touching 
school districts. For example, the first school district, 
Ohio Valley Local in Adams county is listed in all other data 
as school code 0100103. In the TOUCH FILE, as a source school 
(first column on left), the number is listed as 0130010.
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APPENDIX A
OHIO SCHOOL DISTRICTS JANUARY 1990 
SCHOOL DISTRICT COUNTY
OHIO VALLEY LOCAL ADAMS
ALLEN EAST LOCAL ALLENBATH LOCAL ALLENELIDA LOCAL ALLENBLUFFTON EX VIL ALLEN
PERRY LOCAL ALLEN
SHAWNEE LOCAL ALLENSPENCERVILLE LOCAL ALLEN
DELPHOS CITY ALLENLIMA CITY ALLENHILLSDALE LOCAL ASHLAND
MAPLETON LOCAL ASHLANDASHLAND CITY ASHLAND
LOUDONVILLE-PERRYSVILLE EX VIL ASHLANDBUCKEYE LOCAL ASHTABULAASHTABULA AREA CITY ASHTABULA
GRAND VALLEY LOCAL ASHTABULAJEFFERSON AREA LOCAL ASHTABULA
PYMATUNING VALLEY LOCAL ASHTABULACONNEAUT AREA CITY ASHTABULA
GENEVA AREA CITY ASHTABULAALEXANDER LOCAL ATHENSFEDERAL-HOCKING LOCAL ATHENS
ATHENS CITY ATHENSTRIMBLE LOCAL ATHENS
NELSONVILLE-YORK CITY ATHENSMINSTER LOCAL AUGLAIZE
NEW BREMAN LOCAL AUGLAIZE
NEW KNOXVILLE LOCAL AUGLAIZEWAYNESFIELD-GOSHEN LOCAL AUGLAIZE
SAINT MARYS CITY AUGLAIZEWAPAKONETA CITY AUGLAIZE
BARNESVILLE EX VIL BELMONT
SHADYSIDE LOCAL BELMONT
BRIDGEPORT EX VIL BELMONT
BELLAIRE CITY BELMONT
UNION LOCAL BELMONT





GEORGETOWN EX VIL BROWN
LAKOTA LOCAL BUTLERMADISON LOCAL BUTLER




HAMILTON CITY MIDDLETOWN CITY 
TALAWANDA CITY 























































































BAY VILLAGE CITY CUYAHOGABEACHWOOD CITY CUYAHOGA
BEDFORD CITY CUYAHOGARICHMOND HEIGHTS LOCAL CUYAHOGABEREA CITY CUYAHOGACHAGRIN FALLS EX VIL CUYAHOGABRECKSVILLE CITY CUYAHOGA
BROOKLYN CITY CUYAHOGA
CLEVELAND CITY CUYAHOGACLEVELAND HEIGHTS-UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA





MAPLE HEIGHTS CITY CUYAHOGA
MAYFIELD CITY CUYAHOGA
NORTH OLMSTEAD CITY CUYAHOGA
NORTH ROYALTON CITY CUYAHOGA
OLMSTEAD FALLS CUYAHOGAORANGE CITY CUYAHOGAPARMA CITY CUYAHOGA
ROCKY RIVER CITY CUYAHOGA
SHAKER HEIGHTS CITY CUYAHOGA
SOLON CITY CUYAHOGASOUTH EUCLID-LYNDHURST CITY CUYAHOGA





MISSISSINAWA VALLEY LOCAL DARKE
TRI-VILLAGE LOCAL DARKE
GREENVILLE CITY DARKE





HICKSVILLE EX VIL DEFIANCE
BIG WALNUT LOCAL DELAWARE
BUCKEYE VALLEY LOCAL DELAWARE
OLETANGY LOCAL DELAWARE
DELAWARE CITY DELAWAREBERLIN-MILAN LOCAL ERIE





SANDUSKEY CITY ERIEAMANDA-CLEARCREEK LOCAL FAIRFIELD
BERNE UNION LOCAL FAIRFIELD
BLOOM-CARROLL LOCAL FAIRFIELD
FAIRFIELD UNION LOCAL FAIRFIELDLIBERTY UNION-THURSTON LOCAL FAIRFIELDPICKERINGTON LOCAL FAIRFIELD
WALNUT TOWNSHIP LOCAL FAIRFIELD
LANCASTER CITY FAIRFIELD
MIAMI TRACE LOCAL FAYETTE




BEXLEY CITY FRANKLINCOLUMBUS CITY FRANKLIN
DUBLIN CITY FRANKLIN
GAHANNA-JEFFERSON CITY FRANKLIN
GRANDVIEW HEIGHTS CUTY FRANKLIN
HILLIARD CITY FRANKLINREYNOLDSBURG CITY FRANKLIN
SOUTHWESTERN CITY FRANKLIN




ARCHBOLD AREA LOCAL FULTONEVERGREEN LOCAL FULTON




WAUSEON EX VIL FULTON







NEWBURY LOCAL GEAUGAWEST GEAUGA LOCAL GEAUGA
BEAVERCREEK LOCAL GREENE
CEDAR CLIFF LOCAL GREENEGREENEVIEW LOCAL GREENE
SUGARCREEK LOCAL GREENE
FAIRBORN CITY GREENEYELLOW SPRINGS EX VIL GREENE
XENIA CITY GREENEEAST GUERNSEY LOCAL GUERNSEY
ROLLING HILLS LOCAL GUERNSEY
CAMBRIDGE CITY GUERNSEY
FINNEYTOWN LOCAL HAMILTON
FOREST HILLS LOCAL HAMILTON
NORTHWEST LOCAL HAMILTON
OAK HILLS LOCAL HAMILTON
SOUTHWEST LOCAL HAMILTON
THREE RIVERS LOCAL HAMILTON
CINCINNATI CITY HAMILTON
DEER PARK CITY HAMILTONINDIAN HILL EX VIL HAMILTON
GREENHILLS-FOREST PARK CITY HAMILTON
LOCKLAND CITY HAMILTON
LOVELAND CITY HAMILTON
MADEIRA CITY HAMILTONMARIEMONT CITY HAMILTON
MOUNT HEALTHY CITY HAMILTON
NORTH COLLEGE HILL CITY HAMILTON
NORWOOD CITY HAMILTON
PRINCETON CITY HAMILTON
READING CITY HAMILTONST. BERNARD-ELMWOOD PLACE CITY HAMILTON
SYCAMORE CITY HAMILTON




MCCOMB LOCAL HANCOCKVAN BUREN LOCAL HANCOCK
VANLUE LOCAL HANCOCK
FINDLAY CITY HANCOCK
ADA EX VIL HARDIN
HARDIN NORTHERN LOCAL HARDINRIDGEMONT LOCAL HARDIN
RIVERDALE LOCAL HARDIN
UPPER SCIOTO VALLEY LOCAL HARDIN
KENTON CITY HARDIN
CONOTTON VALLEY UNION LOCAL HARRISON
HARRISON HILLS CITY HARRISON
HOLGATE LOCAL HENRY
LIBERTY CENTER LOCAL HENRY
PATRICK HENRY LOCAL HENRY
NAPOLEON CITY HENRY
BRIGHT LOCAL HIGHLANDFAIRFIELD LOCAL HIGHLAND
LYNCHBURG-CLAY LOCAL HIGHLAND
GREENFIELD EX VIL HIGHLAND
HILLSBORO CITY HIGHLAND
LOGAN-HOCKING LOCAL HOCKING
EAST HOLMES LOCAL HOLMES
WEST HOLMES LOCAL HOLMES
MONROEVILLE LOCAL HURON
NEW LONDON LOCAL HURON
SOUTH CENTRAL LOCAL HURON




OAK HILL UNION LOCAL JACKSON
JACKSON CITY JACKSONWELLSTON CITY JACKSON
BUCKEYE LOCAL JEFFERSONEDISON LOCAL JEFFERSONINDIAN CREEK LOCAL JEFFERSON
STEUBENVILLE CITY JEFFERSONTORONTO CITY JEFFERSON
CENTERBURG LOCAL KNOXDANVILLE LOCAL KNOXEAST KNOX LOCAL KNOX
FREDERICKTOWN LOCAL KNOX
MOUNT VERNON CITY KNOX
KIRTLAND LOCAL LAKEMADISON LOCAL LAKEPAINESVILLE TWP LOCAL LAKE
PERRY LOCAL LAKEFAIRPORT HARBOR EX VIL LAKE
MENTOR EX VIL LAKEPAINESVILLE CITY LAKE
WICKLIFFE CITY LAKEWILLOUGHBY-EASTLAKE CITY LAKEDAWSON-BRYANT LOCAL LAWRENCEFAIRLAND LOCAL LAWRENCE
ROCK HILL LOCAL LAWRENCE
SOUTH POINT LOCAL LAWRENCE
SYMMES VALLEY LOCAL LAWRENCE
CHESAPEAKE UNION EX VIL LAWRENCEIRONTON CITY LAWRENCE
JOHNSTOWN- MONROE LOCAL LICKING
LAKEWOOD LOCAL LICKING
LICKING HEIGHTS LOCAL LICKING
LICKING VALLEY LOCAL LICKINGNORTH FORK LOCAL LICKINGNORTHRIDGE LOCAL LICKING
SOUTHWEST LICKING LOCAL LICKING
GRANVILLE EX VIL LICKING
HEATH CITY LICKING
NEWARK CITY LICKING
BENJAMIN LOGAN LOCAL LOGAN




AMHERST EX VIL LORAINCLEARVIEW LOCAL LORAIN
COLUMBIA LOCAL LORAIN




ELYRIA CITY LORAINWELLINGTON EX VIL LORAIN
LORAIN CITY LORAIN
NORTH RIDGEVILLE CITY LORAIN
OBERLIN CITY LORAINSHEFFIELD-SHEFFIELD LAKE CITY LORAIN
ANTHONY WAYNE LOCAL LUCAS
OTTAWA HILLS LOCAL LUCASSPRINGFIELD LOCAL LUCAS
WASHINGTON LOCAL LUCASMAUMEE CITY LUCAS
OREGON CITY LUCAS
SYLVANIA CITY LUCASTOLEDO CITY LUCASJEFFERSON LOCAL MADISONJONATHAN ALDER LOCAL MADISON




JACKSON MILTON LOCAL MAHONING
LOWELLVILLE LOCAL MAHONING
POLAND LOCAL MAHONINGSEBRING LOCAL MAHONING
SOUTH RANGE LOCAL MAHONING
SPRINGFIELD LOCAL MAHONING
WEST BRANCH LOCAL MAHONING
WESTERN RESERVE LOCAL MAHONING
CAMPBELL CITY MAHONING




RIVER VALLEY LOCAL MARION
MARION CITY MARION
BLACK RIVER LOCAL MEDINA
BUCKEYE LOCAL MEDINA
CLOVERLEAF LOCAL MEDINA






MARION LOCAL MERCERMENDON-UNION LOCAL MERCER
PARKWAY LOCAL MERCER
ST. HENRY CONSOLIDATED LOCAL MERCER
SOUTHWEST LOCAL MERCER
COLDWATER EX VIL MERCER
CELINA CITY MERCER
BETHEL LOCAL MIAMI
MIAMI EAST LOCAL MIAMI
NEWTON TWP LOCAL MIAMI
BRADFORD EX VIL MIAMI
COVINGTON EX VIL MIAMI
MILTON UNION EX VIL MIAMI
TIPP CITY EX VIL MIAMIPIQUA CITY MIAMITROY CITY MIAMI
SWITZERLAND OF OHIO LOCAL MONROEBROOKVILLE LOCAL MONTGOMERY
JEFFERSON LOCAL MONTGOMERYMAD RIVER LOCAL MONTGOMERYNEW LEBANON LOCAL MONTGOMERY
..NORTHRIDGE LOCAL ..MONTGOMERYVALLEY VIEW LOCAL MONTGOMERY
CENTERVILLE CITY MONTGOMERY
DAYTON CITY MONTGOMERY
HUBER HEIGHTS CITY MONTGOMERY
KETTERING CITY MONTGOMERYMIAMISBURG CITY MONTGOMERY
NORTHMONT' CITY MONTGOMERY
OAKWOOD CITY MONTGOMERY
TROTWOOD-MADISON CITY MONTGOMERYVANDALIA-BUTLER CITY MONTGOMERY
WEST CARROLLTON CITY MONTGOMERY
MORGAN LOCAL MORGANCARDINGTON-LINCOLN LOCAL MORROW
HIGHLAND LOCAL MORROW
NORTHMORE LOCAL MORROW
MOUNT GILEAD EX VIL MORROW
EAST MUSKINGUM LOCAL MUSKINGUMFRANKLIN LOCAL MUSKINGUM
MAYSVILLE LOCAL MUSKINGUMTRI VALLEY LOCAL MUSKINGUM
WEST MUSKINGUM LOCAL MUSKINGUMZANESVILLE CITY MUSKINGUMNOBLE LOCAL NOBLE
CALDWELL EX VIL NOBLEBENTON-CARROLL-SALEM LOCAL OTTAWA
DANBURY LOCAL OTTAWAGENOA AREA LOCAL OTTAWA
MIDDLE BASS LOCAL OTTAWA
NORTH BASS LOCAL OTTAWA
PUT-IN-BAY LOCAL OTTAWA
PORT CLINTON CITY OTTAWA
ANTWERP LOCAL PAULDING
WAYNE TRACE LOCAL PAULDING
PAULDING EX VIL PAULDINGNORTHERN LOCAL PERRY
SOUTHERN LOCAL PERRY
CROOKSVILLE EX VIL PERRY
NEW LEXINGTON CITY PERRY
LOGAN ELM LOCAL PICKAWAY




SCIOTO VALLEY LOCAL PIKE
WESTERN LOCAL PIKE
WAVERLY CITY PIKE
CRESTWOOD LOCAL PORTAGEAURORA CITY PORTAGE





WINDHAM EX VIL PORTAGE
QAVENNA CITY PORTAGE
STREETSBORO CITY PORTAGE
COLLEGE CORNER LOCAL PREBLE
C.R. COBLENTZ LOCAL PREBLE
PREBLE SHAWNEE LOCAL PREBLE
TRI-COUNTY NORTH LOCAL PREBLETWIN VALLEY COMMUNITY LOCAL PREBLE
EATON CITY PREBLE
COLUMBUS GROVE LOCAL PUTNAMCONTINENTAL LOCAL PUTNAM
JENNINGS LOCAL PUTNAM
KALIDA LOCAL PUTNAM
LEIPSIC LOCAL PUTNAMMILLER CITY- NEW CLEVELAND LOCAL PUTNAM
OTTAWA-GLANDORF LOCAL PUTNAM
OTTOVILLE LOCAL PUTNAMPANDORA-GILBOA LOCAL PUTNAM











PAINT VALLEY LOCAL ROSS
SCIOTO VALLEY LOCAL ROSS
UNION-SCIOTO LOCAL ROSS




CLYDE EX VIL SANDUSKY
GIBSONBURG EX VIL SANDUSKY
FREMONT CITY SANDUSKY
BLOOM-VERNON LOCAL SCIOTO
CLAY LOCAL SCIOTOGREEN LOCAL SCIOTO
MINFORD LOCAL SCIOTO
NEW BOSTON LOCAL SCIOTONORTHWEST LOCAL SCIOTO
VALLEY LOCAL SCIOTO




NEW RIEGEL LOCAL SENECA
OLD FORT LOCAL SENECA





FORT LARAMIE LOCAL SHELBY
HARDIN-HOUSTON LOCAL SHELBY

















NORTH CANTON CITY STARK
AKRON CITY SUMMIT









CUYAHOGA FALLS CITY SUMMIT
NORDONI HILLS CITY SUMMIT
NORTON CITY SUMMITSTOW CITY SUMMIT
TALLMADGE CITY SUMMIT





JOSEPF BADGER LOCAL 
LABRAE LOCAL LAKEVIEW LOCAL 
LIBERTY LOCAL 
LORDSTOWN LOCAL MAPLEWOOD LOCAL 
MATHEWS LOCAL 
MCDONALD LOCAL 
SOUTHINGTON LOCAL WEATHERSFIELD LOCAL 
HUBBARD EX VIL 
GIRARD CITY 




INDIAN VALLEY LOCAL STRASBURG-FRANKLIN LOCAL 
TUSCARAWAS VALLEY LOCAL 
CLAYMONT CITY 
DOVER CITYNEWCOMERSTOWN EX VIL NEW PHILADELPHIA CITY 
FAIRBANKS LOCAL 
NORTH UNION LOCAL 
MARYSVILLE EX VIL 
CRESTVIEW LOCAL LINCOLNVIEW LOCAL 













































































MILLCREEK-WEST UNITY LOCAL WILLIAMS
NORTH CENTRAL LOCAL WILLIAMS
STRYKER LOCAL WILLIAMS




NORTH BALTIMORE LOCAL WOODNORTHWOOD LOCAL WOOD
OTSEGO LOCAL WOODBOWLING GREEN CITY WOOD
PERRYSBURG EX VIL WOOD
ROSSFORD EX VIL WOODMOHAWK LOCAL WYANDOT
CAREY EX VIL WYANDOT
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"Shopping For Schools" 
by
Betty Paiewonsky Kirk and John Treacy *
By 1993 in Ohio, going back to school activities will 
not only include shopping for new school outfits, they will 
include shopping for schools as well. Hidden among the many 
provisions of Ohio Senate Bill 140, which passed in July 1989, was one requiring school districts to adopt policies 
about accepting transfer students from adjoining districts. 
Those districts that decide to accept transfers will earn the 
state aid check that would have gone to the student ‘ s old 
district.Reformers, counting on increasing parental involvement 
in the education process to improve the quality of schools, 
have advocated the introduction of market forces into the 
nation1s education system. Central to this process is giving 
parents the ability to choose between different school 
buildings, different school districts, and in the case of 
upper level high school students, taking college courses that are paid for by the local school district.
What will make the parents decisions potent is the fact 
that state funding will follow the student. Parents opting to 
send their child to a school in an adjoining district will 
cost their own district in terms of fewer state dollars received. Presumably, this new found power will force 
districts to pay attention to the desires of parents and 
students. Those districts that provide programs that are 
attractive will gain revenue, while those districts that lose 
students will also lose revenues that generate salaries for administrators and teachers. It will also make each district 
more than an athletic competitor with its neighbors.
The bill will mean that just because a family lives in a certain school district, the schools in that district will 
not automatically get those children as pupils. It also means 
that parents will have to learn more about the available 
alternative programs. In that respect, the Ohio law will 
require schools to do more standardized testing and 
publishing of the results. Drop out rates will also be
published.This kind of information will be more than Minnesota 
parents get under their freedom of choice program that was 
first passed in 1985. Despite opposition from organized 
groups of administrators, teachers and school boards there, 
the Minnesota plan has shown growing popularity. Early 
reports of student transfers were mostly about star hockey
players going from one district to another, but as thenumbers of transfer students grew to around 3,300 in 1989,
other reasons were given.Some working parents found it was more convenient to 
manage day care and school in the location where one of the 
parents worked, rather than in the home district. In other 
cases, failed tax levies triggered moves into districts that 
had more stable financing. The largest loss of students was
reported in one rural Minnesota Iron Range district that consolidated schools by closing one of its buildings. Many of 
the students chose not to move to the other school in the district, but transferred to an adjoining district.
While parents will be concerned with getting the kind of 
information that will help them chose the programs that are 
best for their children, the new law as it is currently 
written does not provide for any tracking of the overall program results. We will not be able to track the performance of students that transfer out of a district versus those that 
choose to remain behind. Schools are not required to keep 
track of students on an individual basis, or to report the 
number of transfers into or out of the district.
It is likely that parents will have to make choices 
based on perceptions or reputations that may or may not be 
accurate. In the event that parents make bad choices or opt 
for programs that do not provide real education, the 
experiment may prove to be a failure. Should parents opt to 
send their children to the school with the most tubas in the 
school band or to the school with the best win loss record of 
the football team? Should they pay attention to objective numbers like the spending level per pupil?
One thing is certain, school spending levels are not 
always indications of program excellence. In the drop out 
rates published in the Dayton Daily News for Montgomery and 
Greene county schools, Oakwood, the district with the highest 
per pupil spending level, had the lowest drop out rate, while 
Dayton, with the second highest spending level, had the 
highest drop out rate. New Lebanon, the lowest spending 
district on the list of thirty schools ranked sixteenth in its graduation rate.
While simple remedies exist for keeping track of student 
performance over time in the transfer situation, just require each child to have a social security number and have each 
school keep records on the basis of the individual student, 
it remains to be seen if the current educational 
administration will be up to the challenge of managing a fast 
changing market type system. Indeed, the schools are going to 
have to start thinking about things in new ways.
Akron touches the eight school districts listed in the 
Table. As the largest school district with over 29,000 
students, it might find itself the target of attempts by 
adjoining school districts to woo its students. Woodridge 
Local school district, which only receives $188 in state aid 
per pupil, could earn an additional $1,558 for every Akron 
transfer it could snag. Barberton, with the highest level of 
state aid would be an attractive recruiting ground because it receives $1,632 per pupil, the highest of any adjacent school 
district.Copley-Fairlawn, on the other hand, with only $271 per 
pupil in state aid would not stir great enthusiasm from 
Akron recruiters. They would have to have six students from 
that district to earn the sum that one from Barberton would 
earn. Making the game even more complex for school
administrators is the fact that the state also grants 
additional aid to school districts that have large numbers of 
children from families that qualify for welfare.Recently the London School District in Madison County 
finally won approval of an additional school levy that would 
bring an increase in revenues of $280,000, only to find that 
the moving out of several welfare families dropped the 
district out of a higher paying aid category so that it lost 
$2 00,000 in that type of aid. Coventry Local, one of Akron *s 
adjacent districts, has 182 students from welfare families 
thar pushes its share of welfare students to 12 per cent. A 
loss of 20 of those welfare students would drop its 
additional aid per student from $494 to $100 and result in 
cuts of $394 per pupil in the welfare aid category.
Despite the fact that to date no Ohio school board has 
adopted a policy of taking transfers because that part of the bill does not come into effect until the time to accept 
students in 1993, we can expect some of the hungry, under 
funded districts to look to this method as a solution to 
their problems. Of course, under that scenario all districts 
will adopt similar policies as defense measures and then the 
competition will begin.
It is likely that after 1993 we will see the kind of 
mayhem in Ohio Public Schools like that wnich hit deregulated 
industries such as airlines and trucking in the early 1980's. 
If it restructures schools so that they are doing a better 
job, we will be winners. For example, in a more competitive 
regime, teachers that can produce results will be more highly 
valued than administrators that can't. However, we now have 
before us the huge bill to pay for the Savings and Loan 
bail-out as a somber reminder that introducing consumer 
competition over a wider area does not always produce the 
hoped for results.All that depositors cared about in placing their 
government guaranteed accounts was the interest rate. The 
more foolish and the more crooked, the more an area boomed. 
Savings and Loans offered the highest interest rates, and 
consumers acting with clear market motives shifted more and 
more funds into institutions that have produced huge losses. 
To prevent a repetition of that fiasco, we would urge that a 
monitoring system that will closely track the ongoing results 
of Senate Bill 140 be put into place before much time goes 
by. It is better to discover sooner rather than later if the 
new system is not producing education for our children.
*Betty Paiewonsky Kirk is a research intern in the 
Master of Social and Applied Economics Program, Wright State 
University and holds an M.B.A. from Wright State University 
and a B.A. from Tulane University.
John Treacy is a Professor of Economics at Wright State 
University.
1989 FISCAL OPTIONS UNDER SENATE BILL 140 
FOR AKRON AND ADJACENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
NAME BASE ADM STATE AID PER PUPIL
AKRON CITY 29,338 $1,558
BARBERTON CITY 3,978 1, 632
COPLEY-FAIRLAWN CITY 2 , 017 271
COVENTRY LOCAL 1, 497 1,154
CUYAHOGA FALLS CITY 5, 399 1, 360
NORTON CITY 2 ,127 1, 544
SPRINGFIELD LOCAL 2 , 743 1,226
TALLMADGE CITY 1,952 1, 155
WOODRIDGE LOCAL 919 188
$4,070
3 , 946





4 , 287 
5,336
Ohio Education Association, 1989 and 
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Betty Paiewonsky Kirk and John Treacy *
By 1993 in Ohio, going bade to school activities will 
not only include shopping for new school outfits, they will 
include shopping for schools as well. Hidden among the many 
provisions of Ohio Senate Bill 140, which passed in July 
1989, was one requiring school districts to adept policies about accepting transfer students from adjoining districts. 
Those districts that decide to accept transfers will earn the 
state aid check that would have gone to the student ’ s old 
district -
Reformers, counting on increasing parental involvement 
in the education process to improve the quality of schools, 
have advocated the introduction of market forces into the 
nation's education system. Central to this process is giving 
parents the ability to choose between different school 
buildings, different school districts, and in the case of 
upper level high school students, taking college courses that 
are paid for by the local school district.
What will make the parents decisions potent is the fact 
that state funding will follow the student. Parents opting to send their child to a school in an adjoining district will 
cost their own district in terms of fewer state dollars 
received. Presumably, this new found power will force 
districts to pay attention to the desires of parents and 
students. Those districts that provide programs that are 
attractive will gain revenue, while those districts that lose 
students will also lose revenues that generate salaries for 
administrators and teachers. It will also make each district 
more than an athletic competitor with its neighbors.
The bill will mean that just because a family lives in a 
certain school district, the schools in that district will 
not automatically get those children as pupils. It also means 
that parents will have to learn more about the available 
alternative programs. In that respect, the Ohio law will 
require schools to do more standardized testing and 
publishing of the results. Drop out rates will also be
published.
This kind of information will be more than Minnesota 
parents get under their freedom of choice program that was 
first passed in 1985. Despite opposition from organized 
groups of administrators, teachers and school boards there, 
the Minnesota plan has shown growing popularity. Early 
reports of student transfers were mostly about star hockey
players going from one district to another, but as the
numbers of transfer students grew to around 3,300 in 1989,
other reasons were given.
Some working parents found it was more convenient to 
manage day care and school in the location where one of the 
parents worked, rather than in the home district. In other cases, failed tax levies triggered moves into districts that 
had more stable financing. The largest loss of students was
reported in one rural Minnesota Iron Range district that 
consolidated schools by closing one of its buildings. Many of 
the students chose not to move to the other school in the 
district, but transferred to an adjoining district.
While parents will be concerned with getting the kind of 
information that will help them chose the programs that are best for their children, the new law as it is currently 
written does not provide for any tracking of the overall 
program results. We will not be able to track the performance 
of students that transfer out of a district versus those that 
choose to remain behind. Schools are not required to keep 
track of students on an individual basis, or to report the 
number of transfers into or out of the district.
It is likely that parents will have to make choices 
based on perceptions or reputations that may or may not be 
accurate. In the event that parents make bad choices or opt for programs that do not provide real education, the 
experiment may prove to be a failure. Should parents opt to 
send their children to the school with the most tubas in the 
school band or to the school with the best win loss record of 
the football team? Should they pay attention to objective 
numbers like the spending level per pupil?
One thing is certain, school spending levels are not 
always indications of program excellence. In the drop out 
rates published in the Dayton Daily News for Montgomery and 
Greene county schools, Oakwood, the district with the highest 
per pupil spending level, had the lowest drop out rate, while 
Dayton, with the second highest spending level, had the 
highest drop out rate. New Lebanon, the lowest spending 
district on the list of thirty schools ranked sixteenth in its graduation rate.
While simple remedies exist for keeping track of student 
performance over time in the transfer situation, just require 
each child to have a social security number and have each 
school keep records on the basis of the individual student, 
it remains to be seen if the current educational 
administration will be up to the challenge of managing a fast 
changing market type system. Indeed, the schools are going to 
have to start thinking about things in new ways.
Cincinnati touches the eight school districts listed in 
the Table. As the largest school district with over 43,000 
students, it might find itself the target of attempts by 
adjoining school districts to woo its students. St. Bernard- 
Elmwood Place district, which only receives $50 in state aid 
per pupil, could earn an additional $889 for every Cincinnati 
transfer it could snag. North College Hill, with the highest 
level of state aid would be an attractive recruiting ground 
because it receives $1,375 per pupil, the highest of any 
adjacent school district.Lockland school district, on the other hand, with only 
$52 per pupil in stare aid would not stir great enthusiasm 
from St. Bernard- Elmwood Place recruiters. They would have 
to have 25 students from that district to earn the sum that 
one from North College Hill would earn. Making the game even
reported in one rural Minnesota Iron Range district that 
consolidated schools by closing one of its buildings. Many of 
the students chose not to move to the other school in the 
district, but transferred to an adioining district.
While parents will be concerned with getting the kind of 
information that will help them chose the programs that are 
best for their children, the new lav/ as it is currently 
written does not provide for any tracking of the overall 
program results. We will not be able to track the performance 
of students that transfer out of a district versus those that 
choose to remain behind. Schools are not required to keep 
track of students on an individual basis, or to report the 
number of transfers into or out of the district.
It is likely that parents will have to make choices 
based on perceptions or reputations that may or may not be accurate. In the event that parents make bad choices or opt 
for programs that do not provide real education, the 
experiment may prove to be a failure. Should parents opt to 
send their children to the school with the most tubas in the 
school band or to the school with the best win loss record of 
the football team? Should they pay attention to objective 
numbers like the spending level per pupil?
One thing is certain, school spending levels are not 
always indications of program excellence. In the drop out 
rates published in the Dayton Daily News for Montgomery and 
Greene county schools, Oakwood, the district with the highest 
per pupil spending level, had the lowest drop out rate, while 
Dayton, with the second highest spending level, had the 
highest drop out rate. New Lebanon, the lowest spending 
district on the list of thirty schools ranked sixteenth in 
its graduation rate.
While simple remedies exist for keeping track of student 
performance over time in the transfer situation, just require each child to have a social security number and have each 
school keep records on the basis of the individual student, 
it remains to be seen if the current educational 
administration will be up to the challenqe of managing a fasc 
changing market type system. Indeed, the schools are going to 
have to start thinking about things in new ways.
Yellow Springs touches the five school districts listed 
in the Table. As the smallest school district with only 564 
students, it might find itself the target of attempts by 
adj oining school districts to woo its students. On the other 
hand, Fairborn, with the highest level of state aid of the 
adj oining districts, would be an attractive recruiting ground for Yellow Springs because Fairborn receives $1,717 per 
pupil.Making the game even more complex for school 
administrators is the fact that the state also grants 
additional aid to school districts that have large numbers of 
children from families that qualify for welfare. Recently the 
London School District in Madison County finally won approval 
of an additional school levy that would bring an increase in 
revenues of $280,000, only to find that the moving out of
several welfare families dropped the district out of a higher paying aid category so that it lost $200»000 in that type of
aid.
Yellow Springs has 33 students from welfare families 
that pushes its share of welfare students to 5 per cent. A 
loss of 6 of those welfare students would drop its additional 
aid per student from $100 to $0 and result in cuts of $100 
per pupil in the welfare aid category.
Despite the fact that to date no Ohio school board has 
adopted a policy of taking transfers because that part of the 
bill does not come into effect until the time to accept students in 1993, we can expect some of the hungry, under 
funded districts to look to this method as a solution to 
their problems. Of course, under that scenario all districts 
will adopt similar policies as defense measures and then the competition will begin.
It is likely that after 1993 we will see the kind of 
mayhem in Ohio Public Schools like that which hit deregulated industries such as airlines and trucking in the early 19801s . 
If it restructures schools so that they are doing a better job, we will be winners. For example, in a more competitive 
regime, teachers that can produce results will be more highly 
valued than administrators that can't . However, we now have 
before us the huge bill to pay for the Savings and Loan 
bail-out as a somber reminder that introducing consumer 
competition over a wider area does not always produce the 
hoped for results.
All that depositors cared about in placing their government guaranteed accounts was the interest rate. The 
more foolish and the more crooked, the more an area boomed. 
Savings and Loans offered the highest interest rates, and 
consumers acting with clear market motives shifted more and 
more funds into institutions that have produced huge losses. 
To prevent a repetition of that fiasco, we would urge that a 
monitoring system that will closely track the ongoing results 
of Senate Bill 140 be put into place before much time goes 
by. It is better to discover sooner rather than later if the 
new system is not producing education for our children.
*Betty Paiewonsky Kirk is a research intern in the 
Master of Social and Applied Economics Program, Wright State 
University and holds an M.B.A. from Wright State University 
and a B.A. from Tulane University.
John Treacy is a Professor of Economics at Wright State 
University.
1989 FISCAL OPTIONS UNDER SENATE BILL 140 
FOR YELLOW SPRINGS AND ADJACENT SCHOOL DISTRICTS
NAME NUMBER OF STUDENTS STATE AID PER PUPIL SPENDING
YELLOW SPRINGS EX VIL 564 $ 1,332
SAVERCREEK LOCAL 5, 876 1, 293CEDAR CLIFF LOCAL 57 3 1, 599FAIRBORN CITY 5, 995 1,717YD RIVER-GREEN LOCAL 2 , 084 1, 697SNIA CITY 5, 365 1,580
Sources: 0.E .A . 1989 and Ohio Dept. of Ed. 1989 „
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SIS 777-3SOO 
W CIRC. 1 S. 900
PUB. SUM MEWS PAPERS 
ED. EDITH STARZK
—  CUYAHOGA 
SUN MESSENGER 




W CIRC- 14.€60 
PUB. SUN NEWS PAPERS 
ED. DIANE FITZPATRICK
—  CUYAHOGA -- 
SUM OBSERVER 
13977 CEDAR RD.
SOUTH EUCLID OH 
441 1 2 - 3 2 2 2  
2 IS 332-2270 
« CIRC. S.OOO 
PUB. SUN NEWS PAPERS 
ED. DI PINE FITZPATRICK
—  CUYPMQGPi —
SUN PRESS 
13977 CEDAR RD.
SOUTH EUCLID OH 
441 IS
CIS 332-2270
U CIRC. 13. OOO
PUB. SUM MEWS PAPERS
ED. DIANE FITZPATRICK
-- CUYAHOGA ~
SUM SCOOP JOURNAL 





PUB. SUM MEWS PAPERS
ED. KEVIN BURNS






« CIRC. 15. 300 
PUB. EDWIN PIVCEVICH 
ED. EDWIN PiVCEVICH
—  CUYAHOGA —  








—  CUYAHOGA — ■
WEST SIDE SUM MEWS





PUB. SUM MEWS PAPERS 
ED- EDITH STAfiZK
-- CUYAHOGA -- 
WESTLAKER TIMES 





PUB. ELEANOR GOTTSCHALK 
ED, ELEANOR OOTTSCHALK
- 10 -
—  DARKE —
EARLY BIRD 





PUB. BALL PUBLISHING CO.
ED, M/A
—  DARKE —
VERSAILLES POLICY 




W CIRC. 2. 520
PUB. VERSAILLES POL PRINT CO. 
ED. L. J. BUNCKLE
—  DEFIANCE --
MEWS TRIBUNE 
147 E. HIGH ST.
HICKSVILLE OH.
4 3522
4 I 9 524—7724
W CIRC. 2. 550
PUB. MERLE « BETTY PEPPLE
ED. MERLE PEPPLE
-- DELAWARE -- 
SUWBURV MEWS 
42 S. VERMOM 
SUMBURY OH.
4 3074 —0059 
214 9S5-3891 
W CIRC. 3.000 
PUB. JOHN WHITHEV
ED. JOHN WHITNEY
~  ERIE —
SAMDUSKV REGISTER 





SLIM CIRC. 24.400 
PUB. ROBERT E. PIPER 
Elk c'EX H. RHOADES
~  DARKE —
GREENVILLE DAILY ADVOCATE 




PM CIRC. 9,300 
PUB- GARY YOUNT 
ED. « ILLIAM BOOKER
—  DEFIANCE -- 
DEFIANCE CRESCENT NEWS 




PM CIRC. IS. -350 
PUB. STEVE VAN DEMARK
ED. ROBERT CUMMINS
—  DELAWARE —  
DELAWARE GAZETTE 




PM CIRC. 9.200 
PUB. H.C. THOMSON
ED. LARRY GIBBS
—  ERIE —
REPORTER 




W CIRC. 4. BOO 
PUB. MARY DOUTHIT 
ED. MARCELLA GRANDE
—  ERIE —
VERMILION PHOTO JOURNAL 








—  FAIRFIELD -- 
LANCASTER EAGLE GAZETTE 






PUB. RUSSELL MC CALLEY
ED. LARRY HOWSARE





« CIRC. 8,550 
PUB. JAMES TOMS 
ED. MARTIN ROZENMRN
—  FAYETTE -- 
RECORD HERALD 
138 S FAYETTE ST 
WASHINOTON C. H. OH 
4 31 SO
814 335-3811 
PH CIRC. 8. 300 
PUB. PAH BUTLER 
ED, JEFF POLLARD
__ FAYETTE —  
SHOPPERS GUIDE 
135 M. HA IM 
WASHIMSTOM C.H. OH 
4 31 SO
El4 335—9€72
«2X CIRC, M/A 
PUB. A 
ED, M/A
■—  FRANKLIN —  
BEXLEY MEWS 




« CIRC, M/A 
PUB. JANES TONS 
ED. MARTIN ROZENMAM
__ FRANKLIN — ■ 
BOOSTER. THE 




W CIRC, 4.000 
PUB. JANES TONS 
ED. MARTIN ROZENMAM
  FRANKLIN --
CATHOLIC TINES 




« CIRC, >;R2LIG> 31.500 
PUB, BISHOP JANES A. GRIFFIN 
ED. NIKE COLLINS
—  FRANKLIN -- 




€14 224 —S123 
y CIRC. *BLACK) 12.500 
PUB. P-« PUBLISHING CO. 
ED. JOHN BUSTAMANTE
—  FRANKLIN —  
COLUMBUS DISPATCH 




AN CIRC. 273.800 
SUN CIRC. M/A 
PUB, JOHN WOLFE 
L D „ C ̂ F R T F M T T H
„  FRANKLIN ~  
DUBLIt4 NEWS 










30 S. HI GO 97. AT S. ST.
DUBLIN OH
4 301 7
SI 4 BBS-3733 
« CIRC- 91.500 
PUB. CONSUMER HEWS SERVICE 
ED. AMY JCRDPN
  FRAMKLIN —
GROVE CITY RECORD 
PO BOX 33S 
GROVE CITY OH 
43193
€14 €75—2307
W CIRC. 5. BOO
PUB. WILL IPM KREEGER
ED, CRAIG MC DONALD
—  FRANKLIN —  
NORTHEAST MENS 




W CIRC. M/A 
PUB, JAMES TOMS 
ED.. MARTIN ROZEMMAm
—  fr an kl in —
NORTHWEST MEWS 






ED. ROBERT ID BROWN
-- FRANKLIN "
QLENTAMGV VALLEY MEWS 




W CIRC. M/A 
PUB. JAMES TOMS 
ED. MARTIM ROZEMMAN
--- ^RAMKLIM -- 
GAHANNA MEWS 







—  f r a n k l i n  —
MADISOM MESSEMGER





PUB. COLUMBUS MESSENGER CO. 
ED. M/A
—  FRANKLIN —  
NORTHLAND MEWS 





PUB. JAMES TOMS 
ED. MARTIN ROZEMMAN
__ f r a n k l i n  --
OHIO JEWISH CHRONICLE 




U CIRC. 2. €50 









PUB, A. JEAN COURTRIGHT
ED. JOSEPH MEYERS
- 13 -
  f r a n k l i n  —
REYNOLDSBURG NEWS 
lOl N. HAMILTON RD. 
COLUMBUS OH
4321 3
E ! 4 32 1 — 24 OO 
W CIRC. N/A 
PUS. JANES TONS 
ED. GREGG RITTER
—  FRANKLIN —
RGCKY FORK ENTERPRISE




W CIRC. 5. 1OO
PUB. JERON2 LAGENANN
ED. ELLEN WALKER
—  FRANKLIN —
TIMES. THE 
035 WALNUT 
CANAL WINCHESTER OH. 
4 31 iO
El4 S37—3441 
W CIRC. 3.500 
PUB. JAMES TOMS 
ED. MARTIN ROZEMMAM
—  FRANKLIN —
UPPER ARLINGTON NEWS 




W CIRC. IS.OOO 
PUB. JAMES TOMS 
ED. MARTIN ROZENMAN
—  FRANKLIN —  
WHITEHALL NEWS 




W CIRC. M/A 
PUB. JAMES TOMSTT TV ̂ M /"! rZ -*1' “ V ,( /Z5 FT T JZT
„  FRANKLIN —  
REYNOLDSBURG REPORTER 




« CIRC. 3.800 
PUB. JERRY LAG2HAMM 
ED. NANCY SCHLAGHECK
—  FRANKLIN —  
SOUTHERN LIGHT
PO BOX 07763 
COLONBUS OH 
4 3207
614 44 3—020 3 
W CIRC. N/P 
PUB. MARGARET LUTSCH 
ED. MARGARET LUTSCH
  FRANKLIN —
TRI-VILLAGE NEWS




« CIRC. 3.4 75 
PUB. JAMES TONS 
ED. MARTJM ROZEMM AM
—  FRPNKLIN —
WESTERVILLE NEWS 




« CIRC. M/P 
PUB. JAMES TOMS 
ED. MARTIM RQSEMMAM







PUB. HIRT PUBLISHING CO. 








W CIRC. 3.200 
PUB, ARCHBOLD BUCKEYE 
ED. ROSS TAYLOR
INC.
—  FUL TOM ■
DELTA ATLAS 




W CIRC. 1.900 
PUB. BERNICE MACK 
ED. BERNICE MACK
—— iryy rn f.« — —
EXPOSITOR. THE 




2W CIRC. 5.1OO 
PUB. PAUL SEMFT 
ED. KATHY BAUMAN
  FULTOM “
FAYETTE REVIEW 




y CIRC. I.200 
PUB, YVOMME POTTER 
ED. DOM POTTER
— - FULTON -- 
KEY SHOPPERS MEWS 




U CIRC. 27.300 
PUB. M/A
ED, M/A
—  FULTON —
SWANTOM ENTERPRISE 




« CIRC. 1.625 
PUB. GAZETTE PUB, CO. 
ED, BRIAN LISKAI
—  GALLIA —
BALLIPOLIS DAILY TRIBUNE 
625 THIRD AVE 
GALL I POL IS OH 
45631
£14 446—2342 
PM CIRC. 6. 2 00 
PUB. ROBERT WIMGETT 
ED. HOBART WILSON JR.
—  GALLIA — •
SUNDAY TIMES SENTINEL 
625 THIRD AVE 




PUB. ROBERT L. WIMGETT 
ED. HOBART WILSON JR.
-- GEAUGA — - 
CHES7EELANB MEWS 




« CIRC. 4.650 
PUB. M/A
ED. THOMAS MARTIN
—  GEAUGA —






PUB. CHALMERS E. BENNETT 
ED. SHARON NAZEIKA
- 15-
„  GEAUGA --
FREE ENTERPRISE <LAKESHOPE ED) 




W CIRC. 1E.700 
PUB. CHALMERS E. BEMMETT 
ED. SHARON MAZEIKA
—  GEAUGA —
GEAUGA TIMES LEADER 




PH CIRC. 3. iOO 
SUM CIRC. 30.OOO
PUB. CAROL ESPOSITO 
ED. WALTER FISHOW
GEAUGA —— 
SUNDAY PAPER. THE 




SUM CIRC. 30. 500 
PUB. RONALD NASON 
ED, ME IL FRJSD2R
—  GREENE —
BEAVERCREEK DAILY NEWS 
3634 DAYTOM—XEM I A RD
BEAVERCREEK OH.
4 54 32—26 34 
513 423—5222 
PM CIRC. 4.300 
PUB-. M/A
ED. KAREM SCHEIDLER
—  GREENE -- 
FA IRBORM DAILY HERALD 







—  GREENE -- 
XENIA DAILY GAZETTE 




PM CIRC. 11.500 
PUB. STAMTOM MILLER 
ED. RANDALL BLACKABY
—  GREENE --
YELLOW SPRINGS MEWS 
253 1/2 XENIA AVE 
YELLOW SPRINGS OH. 
45367
513 / -t3 / — 7 *5 / 3 




DAIL Y JEPPERSONIAM 




PM CIRC. 13.600 
PUB. MEAL ALTLAMD 
ED. J.K. WOLFRON






W CIRC. »: RELIG} 6. 700 
PUB. AMERICAN ISRAELITE 
EEL PHYLLIS SI MGER
—  HAMILTON —
ANDERSON LIVING 





PUB. COMMUNITY PUB. INC. 
ED, HARJOUIE KLJMGEMAM
” 16 =
.— - HAMILTON — —
CALL -& POST 




W CIRC. i BL ACH. > 3. 500
PUB. P-W PUBLISHING CO.
ED, JOHN BUSTAMAMTE
-_ HAHIL TCM -- 
CINCI MNP T I EMQUI RE R 




AN CI PC. 217. OOO 
SON CIRC, M/A 
PUB. JOHN P. ZAMOTTJ
ED, GEORGE R. BLAKE
— HAMILTON —
CIMCIMMATI POST 





PUB. PAUL KMUE 
ED. PAUL KMUE
—— HAMIL TOM ——
COMMONI TV JOURNAL PRESS SOUTH 





W CIRC. M/A 
PUB THOMAS E. NIEBAUS 
ED M/A
—  HAMILTON —
DELHI PRESS 




y CIRC. M/A 








W ClRC. <PELIG> 39.OOO
PUB. ARCH DIOCESE OF CINCINNATI 
ED, JIM STACKPOOLE
—  HAMILTON —  
CINCINNATI HERALD 




W CIRC. >:BLACK) 3, lOO 
PUB. MARJORIE ©ARHAM
ED, MARJORIE PARHAM







PUB, COMMUMITV PUB. INC. 
ED. M/A
—  HAMILTON —
COMMUMITV JOURNAL-PRESS NORTH 





W CIRC. M/A 
PUB. THOMAS E. MICHAUS 
ED. M/A
—  HAMILTON —
EASTERN HILLS JOURNAL-PRESS 




« CIRC. 21,427 
PUB. THOMAS E. MIEHACS 
ED. DEMMIS G fCGMMGR
=  17 =
-- HAMILTON --
FOREST FILLS JOURNAL—PRESS





« CIRC. 5. 179 
003, THOMAS E. MIEH&US 
ED. DEMMIS O 1COMMGR
—  HAMILTON —
FORT THOMAS LIVING 





p u b „ ccmmuNiry p u b . imc
ED, PETER B. BAKER
—  HAMILTON —
HILLTOP NEWS—PRESS 




U CIRC. 15.OOO 
PUB. EVERETT ROD!SELL 
ED. DOUGLAS HUBBUCH
-- HAM ILTOM —
INDIAN HILL LIVING 
3330 ERIE AVE.




PUB. COMMUNITY PUB. IMC. 
ED. PETER £<. BAKER
-— ■ HAMILTON — -
MILFORD ADVERTISER—PRESS




513 753— £ 111 
W CIRC. 2.225 
PUB. THOMAS E. MJEHAOS 
ED. DENNIS O fCOMMOR
—  HAMIL TDM -- 






PUB. COMMUNITY PUB, INC. 
ED. 3. L. WEATHERSPGGM






W CIRC- 5. lOO
PUB. REG1S T2 R PUBLICATIOMS
Elk DLLIE RQEHM
  HAMILTON —






PUB. COMMUNITY PUB. IMC. 
ED. PETER B. BAKER
-- HAMILTON —  
LOVELAND HERALD-PRESS




W CIRC. 1.300 
PUB. THOMAS E. MJEHAUS 
ED. M/A
—  HAMILTON —
MOUNT WASHINGTON PRESS 




y CIRC. 4.000 
PUB. DENNIS A. NICHOLS 
ED. AMITA M. NICHOLS
- - haMIL TCM - - 
MEWS MONTH
451 £ PL B ST.
CIMCIMMATI OH 
4 52 3-S
513 251—94 33 




  HAMILTOM ——
NORTHWEST PRESS 




W CIRC, M/A 
PUB-, EVERETT PUD I SELL 
ED, DOUGLAS HUBBUCH
-— HAMILTOM -— 
RECORD, THE 
£13 HARRISON AVE. 
HARRISOM OH,
4 5030— 1 39 5 
513 327—0221 
W CIRC. 3.400
PUB. ROBERT R. HVLE 
ED. ROBERT B. HYLE
—_ h AMIL TOM — - 
SUBURBAN PRESS 




W CIRC. 2.750 
PUB. JAMES H. DYGERT 
ED. JAMES DYGERT
—  HAMILTON —
TBI-COUNTY PRESS 




W CIRC. M/A 
PUB. EVERETT RODISELL 
ED. M/A
—  HAMILTON —
NORTHEAST SUBURBAN LIPE—PRESS 




W CIRC. 18.500 
PUB, THOMAS E. MIEHAUS 
ED. M/A
„  HAMILTON —
PRICE HILL PRESS 




W CIRC. M/A 
PUB. EVERETT AUDISELL 
ED, M/A
— • HAMILTON —
SUBURBAN LIFE PRESS 




W CIRC. M/A 
PUB. THOMAS E. MJEHAUS 
ED. M/A






W CIRC. 6.300 
PUB, HELEN CORPIM 
ED. LINDA SCOTT
„  HAMILTON -- 
VALLEY COURIER 





PUB. COURIER PUBLISHING CO. 
ED. LES WILSOM
- 19 -
_~ HAMIL TON ——






PUB. COMMUNITY PUB. INC. 
ED* BARBARA HOLOB
  HAMILTON —
WYOMING LIVING 





py g ̂ IT Y PU El INC .
ED. DORIE ACH
—  HARDIN — —
ADA HERALD 




W CIRC. 2.200 
PUB. THAD WELCH 
ED. MARILYM NELSON
—  HARRISOM -- 
HARRISOM MEWS HERALD 





PUB. MAYNARD £ AMME BUCK
ED. CHARLES A, PETERSON
— • HENRY --
HENRY CO. MESSENGER 




20 CIRC. M/A 
PUB. DOM MICH EMSXr> n r *3p ~ crponirricp
„  HAMILTON —  
WESTERN HILLS PRESS 




W CIRC. 7. 300








AM C I EC. 25,4OO
PUB. E. L. HEMIMGER 
ED. ROBERT £. HESSE
—  HARDIM -- 
K EM TOM TIMES 
201 E. COLUMBUS ST. 
KENTON OH.
4 3326
419 £74 —4066 
PM CIRC. 7.000 
PUB.. JEFF BARNES 
ED. GEORGE GJLBEETSEM
—  HENRY --
DESHLEE FLAG 




W CIRC- I.400 
PUB. SUE NICKEMS
ED. DOM MICHENS
—  HENRY -- 
LIBERTY PRESS 
51 1 EAST ST.
LIBERTY CENTER OH.
4 3532
419 533—240 1 
W CIRC. I. lOO 
PUB. DONALD MICHENScr n ̂ i.»; p v £ y r <*, < rz. pt i i y <•. <
= 2 0 °
HENRY — — 
NORTHWEST SIGMAL




PM CIRC- 5.7OO 
PUB. JAMES KUSEP 
ED, JAMES KUSER
-- HIGHLAND —  
GREENFIELD DAILY TINES 




AM CIRC. 4.400 







513 32 1 —2141 
W CIRC, 1.500 
PUB. JACK SCHLUEP 
ED- MARGARET JONES
.—  h J »3HL AMD -—
PRESS GAZETTE 




W2 X CI RCL 6 „ ooo
PUB. PHILLIP ROBERTS 
ED. GARY ABERNATHY





513 SB 1-2141 
W CIRC. I . OOO
PUB- JACK SCHLUEP 
ED. MARGARET JONES
—  HOCKING -- 
LOGAN DA IL. Y MEWS 




PM Cl P.O. S. OOO
PUB- DPMIEL FODEMFELS
ED- JPMES MYEP.S
„  HOLMES ——
HOLMES COUNTY HUB 
PO BOX 151 












PM CIRC. 3.700 
PUB. GAZETTE PUB. CO. 
ED, DEMHIS DURKEE
—  HUROM — - 
MEW LONDON RECORD 
211 W MAIN ST 
NEW LONDON OH 
44851
413 329-3411 









PH CIRC. 9. 875 
PUB. JACK BROWN 
ED - DOUGLAS K OE RME R
- 21 -
„  HU ROM ——
R,F,D. MEWS 




M2X CIRC. S. OOO 
PUB, GAZETTE PUB, CO. 
ED- M/A
-- HURON





2W CIRC, 3,4 70 
PUB. HEN GOVE 
ED. KEN GOVE






3W Cl EC. 2, GOO 
PUB. GEME FOULER 
ED. PETE WILSON
-- JACKSOM —  
TELEGRAM, THE 




W CIRC. 3.lOO 
PUB. STEVEN P. KELLER 
ED. STEVEN P. KELLER






y CIRC. 3,000 
PUB. GEME FOWLER 
ED. CLIFTON SPIRES. JR.
--■ JEFFERSON —  
HERALD—STAR 




PM CIRC. 22.000 
SOM CIRC. 22.OOO
PUB. CHARLES W. GGVEY 
ED. JANES C* SMITH
—— JEFFERSON ——
STEUBENVILLE REGISTER 




& I -W ClRC. <RELIG> 11,400 
PUB. DIOCESE OF STEUBENVILLE 
ED. JAMES BOEHM
—  JEFFERSON —  
TORONTO TRIBUNE 




y CIRC. 2. OOO 









PUB. PATRICK O f HARA
ED. PATRICK O f HARA
  KNOX --
CEMTERSURG GAZETTE 




W CIRC. S92 
PUB. DOM BOYD 
ED. BENTLEY BOYD
- 22 -
—  KNOX -- 
KNOX COUNTY CITIZEN 




W CIRC* 2.500 
PUB. DICK BREMNEMAM 
ED. N/A
—  KMOX —
MOUNT VERNON NEWS 




PH CIRC. 1 CL 700 







216 94S—O 7OO 
% CIRC. M/A 
PUB» M/A 
ED, M/A
—  LAKE — - 
NEWS HERALD 
38879 MENTOR AVE 
WILLOUGHBY OH.
44034
21 £ 952-0OOO 
Pr4 C I pc. 55. OOO 
SUM CIRC, £OOO
PUB, JOS. A. COCOZZO 
ED, J.T. DIADIUM
—  LAWRENCE 
I RONTON TRIBUNE 




PM CIRC. 8,500 
SUN CIRC. 10.050 
PUB. JENNIFER ALLEN 
ED. THOMAS RATTEMBURY
—  LICKIMS —
ACE NEWS





PUB. GORDON H. GAINER. SR.
ED. M/A
-- LICKING -- 
ADVOCATE. THE 




PM CIRC. 21.974 
SUN CIRC. M/A 
PUB. JOM G. STARM 
ED- ERIC S. ANDERSON
—  LICKING —
GRANVILLE SENTINAL 





PUB- ANGUS £ SALLY MACPHAIL 
ED- SALLY CRANE MACPHAIL
  LICKING —
JOHNSTOWN INDEPENDENT




W CIRC- 2-700 
PUB- HIRT PUB. CO- 
ED- SHEILA RIESER
—  LICKING —
LICHINS COUNTIAN 




« CIRC- 2.750 
PUB. ELLIOTT GELLER 
ED- DAVID SHINN
- 23 -
-- LICKIMG -- 
UTICA HERALD 




W CIRC. 2.130 
PUB. MELSOM SMITB 
ED. MEL SOM SM. ITH
—  LOGAN —  
ADVERTISER. THE
PO BOX 352 
WEST LIBERTY OH 
4 3357
513 465-4031 
W CIRC. 7,BOO 
PUB, M/A
ED, M/A





PM CIRC., 11. 700 









21 £ S2S —2201 
W CIRC. 3. -300 
PUB, GAZETTE PUB. CO.CO­
ED. JIM HORVATH
—  LORAIM -- 
AVON LAKE PRESS 
PO BOX 300 
AVON LAKE OH 
44012
•2IS 933—51 OO 
W CIRC, 11.000 
PUB. R. J. HEMMER JR. 
ED, RICK HEMMER
—  LORAIM —
CH RON I CL E —TEL EG RAM




PM CIRC. 35.300 
SUN CIRC. 37.300 
PUB. ARTHUR HUDMUT7 
ED. ARTHUR HUDNUTT





2 IS 322-0324 
PM CIRC. 41.SOO 
SUN CIRC. M/A 
PUB. WILLIAM RUSH 
£0. JOHN COLE
—— LORAIN ——
LORAIN COUNTY TIMES 
1443 COLORADO AVE. 
LORAIN OH 
44052
W CIRC. 1.1 >00
PUB. ELEAMGR GGTTSCHALK
ED. ELEANOR GQTTSCHALK
— - LORAIM —
NORTH RJDGEVILLE PRESS A LIGHT 
PO BOX S3
NORTH RJDGEVILLE OH 
44033
216 327-7543
W CIRC. M/A 
PUB. ED PIVCEVICH
ED. CAROL KLEAR
—  LORAIM —
OBERLIN NEWS TRIBUNE 




W CIRC. 2.750 
PUB. GAZETTE PUB. CO. 
ED. BILL SCRIVO
- 24 -
—  LORAI« -- 
RURAL URBAN RECORD 








ANTHONY WAYNE HERALD 













BI U CIRC. iRELIC) 37.700 
PUB. REV. JANES HOFFMAN
e d . d a m  Mc Ca r t h y
-- LUCAS — ■ 
pmUMEE VALLEY HERALD 
4 4 4 4 u. ALEXIS RD. 
TOLEDO OH.
4.3623
419 4 75-6.000 
« CIRC. 314 
PUB. ALLEN POSTER 
ED. • MARY ROBISON
~  LUCAS —
POINT AMD SHORELAMB JOURNAL 













W CIRC, 3.000 








PM Cl P.O. 1 55. OOO
SUM CIRC. 219.700
PUB. MM BLOCK JR 5 JOHN BLOCK
ED. THOMAS WALTON
-- LUCAS —  
COMMERCIAL ADVANTAGE 




M CIRC. 20.000 
PUB. SHARON LANGE 
ED. SHARON LAMGE
-- LUCAS —
m i r r o r





PUB. MARLENE J. MCCARTHY 
ED. MICHAEL J. MCCARTHY
“  LUCAS —
SHOPPERS HERALD 














BI-W CIRC. 17,500 
PUB. RAY HOCBEK 
EZK RAY HOCBEK
—  LUCAS —
SYLVANIA HERALD 
4 4 4 4 ALEXIS RD. 
TOLEDO OH.
43823
419 4 ?5-8000 
W CIRC. 2.950
PUB, ALLEN FOSTER 
ED, SUZANNE CHRISTMYER
—— LUCAS —— —— LUCAS ——
TOLEDO JEH1SH MEWS TOLEDO JOURNAL
■2S50 PEMBROKE 3021 DOUGLAS RD
TOLEDO OH. TOLEDO OH
4 32-OS 4 3E-OE-
4 13 531 ““53 5̂5 4 * 9 4 7*'"" “4 52 ̂
N CIRC. 2,300 « CIRC, iBLACK) M/A
PUS. JEWISH FED. OF GREATER TOLEDO PUB. SANDRA RODGERS
ED. FP.ED FLOX ED. MY ROM A. STEWART
—  LUCAS —
WEST TOLEDO HERALD 




W CIRC. 37.200 
PUB. ALLEM C. FOSTER 
ED. CIMDY PE7ERSOM
—  MADISOM —
MADISOM MESSEMOER 




W CIRC. 12.150 
PUS. COLUMBUS MESSEMSEE CO. 
ED. SUSAN THWIMG—MCHALE
—  MADISOM —
MADISOM PRESS 




PM CIRC. 3-400 
PUB. DOMALD L. HARTLEY 
ED. SHELLY TRAVIS
—  MADISOM —
PLAIN CITY ADVOCATE 




W CIRC. 1.700 
PUB. DONALD L. HARTLEY 
ED. SHELLY TRAVIS
—  MAHONING —
AUSTINTOWN LEADER 
>:SEE NILES TIMES) 
AUSTINTOWN OH 
213 743-1200 
W CIRC. 14.500 
PUB. A. DAVID TREWIN 
ED. MICHAEL VARVERIS
—  MAHONING —  
BOARDMAN NEWS 




W CIRC. 3.750 
PUB. JACK A. DARNELi. 
ED. JOHN A. DARNELL
- 26 -






W CIRC. KBLACK I 1.290 
PUB, WILLIAMS PUB. CO­
ED. CRYSTAL ANN WILLIAMS
—  MAHOMIMG --
JEWISH TIMES 
PO BOX 777 
YOUNGSTOWN OH
4 4 5/} i
219 74 9—9 1SB
M2X CIRC. < RELIG> 700
PUB. HARRY ALTER 
ED. HARRY ALTER
—  MAHONING -- 
POLAND LEADER 




W CIRC. 7.850 
PUB. A. DAVID TREWIM 
ED. MJCHAEL VARVERJS
  MAHONING --





PM CIRC- 30.500 
SUN CI«C. 139.400
PUB. BETTY BROWN JAGMGW 
ED- PAUL C. JAGNGW _
—  MARION —
MEWSLIFE




W2X CIRC. 30.000 
PUB- GEORGE F. SCAMTLAMD 
EB. GEORGE F.SCAMTLAMD
-- MAHONING —
CATHOLIC £ X PGNEMT
25 E BOAROMAN 
YOUNGS TOWN OH 
44503
212 744-5251
BI W CIRC. *:REL!G> 33,
PUB* CATHOLIC PRESS UN 
ED. BENNIS FINTSRAN
—  MAHONING —  
JOURNAL, THE 




W CIRC. 2.945 
pub, l yt McCarthy
ED. SHARON L. CPUSER
—  MAHONING -- 
SEBRING TIMES 




W CIRC. 400 
PUB. D. A. PETERSON 
ED. KARL HELD
—  MAEIOM ~
MARION STAR 




PM CIRC. 19.400 
SUN CIRC. M/A 
PUB. DONALD C. HOPF 
ED. DONALD C. HOPF
—  MEDINA —  





W CIRC. 5.300 
PUB. SUN MEWS PAPERS 
ED. LINDA KINSEY
- 2 7 “
—  NEDIMA —  
GAZETTE. THE
BBS M LIBERTY ST 
WEBIMA OH 
44252
£ 1 2  7£fv —4 i SS 
PH CIRC. 16,000 
PUB- ARTHUR HUDMUTT 
ED, ARTHUR HUDMUTT
—  MEDINA —  •
HINCKLEY INDEPENDENT 




M CIRC. 3.300 
PUB. M/A 
ED. M/P.





2 16- 94 S -12 30 
W CIRC. 1,500 
PUB. R. VICTOR DIX 
ED, CHERYL BUSH
-- MEDINA —
SUM BPMNER PRIDE 
115 WATROSA AVE 
WADSWORTH OH
442-Si
21 € 334 —2SB 1 
W CIRC„ 4,000
PUB. SUM MEWS PAPERS 
ED. CHAS AUKERMAM
—  MEICS ——
DAILY SENTINEL 




PM CIRC. 5.200 








PH CIRC. 9.900 
PUB. PARKER SNYDER 
ED. PARKER SNYDER
—— MERCER ——
MERCER COUNTY CHRONICLE 




y CIRC. 3m 750
PUB. BONNIE VAN DEMARK
ED. BONNIE VAN DEMARK
__ MIAMI — -
MIAMI VALLEY SUNDAY MEWS 




SUM CIRC. 1 €L 300 
PUB. JOEL H. WALKER 
ED. JOEL H. WALKER
—  MIAMI —
PIQUA DAILY CALL




PM CIRC. 10.350 
PUB. DANIEL PERRIER 
ED. ERIC ANDERSON
—  MIAMI ~
STILLWATER VALLEY ADVERTISER 








-- MIAMI — - 
TZPP Cl TV HERALD 







—  MIAMI ~
TROY DAILY NEWS 
224 S MARKET ST. 
TROY OH.
45373-0100 
5! 3 335 —56 34 
PM Cl PC, 11.200 
PUB. JOEL H. WALKER 
ED, JOEL H. WALKER
  MIAMI -
WEST MILTOM RECORD 
2 S MIAMI ST.
WEST MILTON OH. 
45393
513 998 "“44 51 
W CIRC. 2.000 
PUB. VERMGW BOWLIMG 
ED. COMMIE METZGER
~  MOMBOG —
MONROE COUNTY BEACON 




W CIRC. 5.400 
PUB. PAM SLOAN
ElK PAM SLOAN
—  MONROE ~
SPIRIT OF DEMOCRACY 
323 EASTERN AVE. 
WOODSFIELD OH.
4 3793
6-14 4 72—1931 
W CIRC. 1,250 








W CIRC. 1.029 
PUB. JOE E. GORDON 
ED. JIM HOFFMAN






W CIRC. <RELIG> 45.200 
PUB. REV. DANIEL £. FILACZYK 
ED. JIM STACKPOOLE
-- MONTGOMERY —
DAYTON DAILY NEWS 




AM CIRC. 199.OOO 
SUM CIRC. 23*. OOO 








3W CIRC- 9.700 
PUB- M/A
ED. RICHARD SCHWARZE
~  MONTGOMERY —





W CIRC. 1 - 300 
PUB. LESLIE ZUKGWSKY 
EEL LESLIE 2UKOWSKY
- 29 -
—  MONTGOMERY ~
DRUMMER MEWS-
320 BOHAMAM MEMORIAL DR.
VANDALIA OH.
45377
5 1 3 B9-0 -60 30 
w CIRC. 5.200 
PUB* V2RNON 7. BOWLIMG 
£0. WENDY SHELTOM
~  MONTGOMERY —  
ENGLEWOOD INDEPENDENT 




W CIRC- 6. 300 
PUB. VGBMOM BOWLINO 
ED. JOE TURNER
—— mONTSQMERY —— 
GERMANTOWN PRESS 





PUS. DOLORES A- GRUMWALD
ED. DOLORES A. GRUMWALD
—  MONTGOMERY —




513 236 —4 390 
« CIRC. 10.500 
PUB. VEEN0M T. BOWLING 
ED. CHARLES VOSSKUEHLER
—  MONTGOMERY -- 
KETTERING-GAKWOOD TINES 




3W CIRC. 5. GOO 
PUB. N/A
ED. RICHARD SCHWARZE
—  MONTGOMERY —
MlAMISPURS NEWS 




W CIRC- 8.350 
PUB, FRED GIBSON 
ED. KIMM MOTE
  MONTGOMERY —
NEW DAYTON DEFENDER 




JBI « CIRC. N/A 
PUB. BRYAN KEITH 
ED, N/A
__ MORGAN ~
MORGAN COUNTY HERALD 




« CIRC. 4.900 
PUB. JACK BARNES 
ED. DOM KELLER
-- MORROW —
MORROW COUNTY INDEPENDENT 




W CIRC. 1,425 
PUB. WILLIAM HiSTED 
ED. WILLIAM HISTED
-- MORROW —
MORROW COUNTY SENTINEL 
IS W. HIGH ST.
MT GILEAD OH 
4333S
419 946-3010 




— - MUSK1NGUM r-
DRESDEN VILLAGE 









—  MUSKINGUM -- 
LEADER- THE 
PO BOX 9




PUB. NEAL ALTLAMB 
ED. LISA «C DGNAi-D
—  MUSKINGUM -- 
PGST-TRAMSCR IPT 




W CIRC. 1.350 
PUB. WM. KESLAR 
ED, JO LIMDSEY
—— f!L«br. I NbUr?--
TIMES RECORDER 




AM CIRC. 23,250 
SUM CIRC, 22.202 
PUB- THOMAS O PASTIER 
ED. NANCY KEELEY
—  NOBLE -- 
JOURNAL LEADER 




W CIRC. 5.300 




PO BOX K ISLAND HOUSE 
PORT CLINTON OH 
4 3452 
SEASONAL
PUB. BARB CLEMONS 
ED. BARB CLEMONS
—  OTTAWA —
MEWS HERALD 
115 « SECOND ST 
PORT CLINTON OH 
43452
413 734-3141 
PM CIRC. 2-222 -
PUB. JAMES DAUBEL 
£D. JAMES DAUBEL
—  OTTAWA —
OTTAWA COUNTY EXPONENT







—  OTTAWA —  
PENINSULAR NEWS 
312 W, MAIM ST, 
MARBLEHEAD OH 
4 344O —002 7 
419 738-0208 -, '
W CIRC.. 1.900
PUB. GAZETTE PUB. CO.
ED. DEMMIS DURKEE
—  OTTAWA —  
SUBURBAN PRESS 








—  RICHLAND -- 
NEWS JOURNAL 




PM CIRC. 33,800 
SON CIRC. 33. 300 
PUB, VESS ALLRED 
ED, TOM BRENNAN
  ROSS ——
CHILLICOTHE GAZETTE 







—  SANDUSKY —  
NEWS MESSENGER




PM CIRC, 13.600 
PUB. JAMES DAUSEL 
ED. JAMES DAUBEL
--■ SCIOTO —  
SCIOTO VOICE 




W CIRC. 5.400 
PUB. JAMES KEGLEY 
ED. JAMES KEGLEY
—  SENECA «—
ATTICA HUB 







—  RICHLAND —  
TRIBUNE COURIER 




W CIRC. 1.500 
PUB, PRAMK STUMBG 
ED, FRAND STUM BO
—  SANDUSKY —
CLYDE INTERPRISE




W CIRC. 2.SSO 
PUB. GAZETTE PUB, CO. 
ED. VICKI HUNKER
~  SCIGTO —
PORTSMOUTH DAILY TIMES 




PM CIRC. 16.000 
PUB, KENNETH PARKS 
ED. STEPHEN CARPENTER
—  SENECA -- 









—  SENECA —  
BLOOMVILLE GAZETTE 









112 E CENTER 3^.
FGSTORIA OH.
44830
**13 435-664 1 
PM CIRC. 7,800 
PUB. CLARENCE PENNINGTON 
ED. CLARENCE PENNINGTON
—  SHELBY —
SIDNEY DAILY NEWS 




PM CIRC. 13.100 
PUB. JOHN AMOS 
ED. JEFFERY BILLIEL
  STARK —
ALLIANCE REVIEW 
40 S LINDEN AVE.
ALLIANCE OH.
44SOI-0180
2 IE. 821-1200 
PM CIRC. 12.900 
PUB- D. A. PETERSON 
ED. JAMES HASTINGS JR.
—  STARK —
CANTON REPCSITORY 




PM CIRC. 53.400 
SUN CIRC. M/A 
PUB. S. JOHN SIAN 
ED. MICHAEL E. HAMKE







PUB. WILLIAM M. McCARTY 
ED. WILLIAM M. McCARTY
—  STARK —
FREE PRESS - NORTH 




2W CIRC. M/A 
PUB. STEVE LAKE 
ED. DALLAS CHARTON
~~ STARK —  
HARTVXLLE MEWS 




W CIRC. 2.525 _
PUB. KNOWLES PRESS 
ED. ROSALEE HAINES
—  STARK —  
JOURNAL. THE ' ‘
PO ©OX 2340A
NORTH CANTON OH. 
44720
216 837-9293 
V CIRC, 2.540 
PUB. DAVID WORSBIL 
ED. JOHN PI22IMG
—  STARK —  
LOUISVILLE HERALD 
808 S MILL ST. 
LOUISVILLE OH.
44641 —Oi 70 
216 875-5610 
U CIRC. 8.OOO 
PUB. PAUL CLAPPER














W CIRC. 3. IOO 
PUB. DAVID WORSHIL 
ED. JOHN PIZ 2 INO






W CIRC. 2. 2 00 
PUB. DONALD A. PETERSON 
ED. KAREN MONDAY
—  STARK —  
SIGNAL. THE 
PO BOX 542 
I04 WEST MARKET S 
CANAL FULTON OH. 
445 2 4
22 8 354-4549 
W CIRC. 22,000 




—  STARK —
STARK JEWISH NEWS 




M CIRC. 1.200 
PUB. M/A 
ED. M/A
—  STARK —
SUN. THE




W CIRC. 2.350 
PUB. STARK CO. SUN INC. 
ED. BERNARD CLEMENTS
—  STARK —  
TRIBUNE. THE 




VI CIRC. 8.500 
PUS. DAVID WORSHIL 
ED. JOHN PJZZIMO
—  SUMMIT —
AKRON BEACON JOURNAL 




AM CIRC. 2 58.000 
SUM CIRC. 225.500 
PUB. N/A 
ED. DALE ALLEN
—  SUMMIT —
AKRON JEWISH NEWS 
750 WHITE POND DR. 
AKRON OH.
44 320-2 295 
228 887-7850 
M CIRC. 2.700 
PUB. HYMAN TABACHMICK 
ED. MARCIA HUGHES
—  SUMMIT —  
BARBERTON HERALD 




VI CIRC. 8.700 
PUB. ORLENE MAKINSON 
PO- DAVID RICHARDSON
—  SUMMIT —  
BULLETIN. THE 




W CIRC. 12.000 
PUB. RECORD PUB. CO. 
ED. PATRICIA JOHNS
- 36 -
  SUMMIT --
CUYAHOGA FALLS NEWS PRESS 
<SEE STOW SENTRY)
CUYAHOGA FALLS OH.
219 S68 —0068 
U CIRC. IB.50O 
PUB. DAVID E. DXX 
ED. DOROTHY MARKULIS
  SUMMIT —
HUDSON HUB-TIMES 
<SGG STOW SENTRY> 
HUDSON OH.
216 650-1555 
W CIRC. 5. OOO 
PUB. DAVID E* DIX 
ED. MARILYM STRAMAHAH
—  SUMMIT -- 
NEWS LEADER 




W CIRC, M/A 
PUB. DAVID DIX 
ED. PATRICIA JOHNS
  SUMMIT —
PORTAGE LAKES HERALD 







—  SUMMIT —
REPORTER. THE 




W CIRC. IBLACK) M/A 
PUB, WILLIAM P.. ELLIS 
ED. WILLIAM E. ELLIS
—  SUMMIT —  
SENIOR FOCUS 
572 W* MARKET ST. 
AK ROM OH 
44 303
216 373-0180 
M CIRC. 25*000 
PUB. JUDY CASEY 
ED. JUDY CASEY
—  SUMMIT ■— *
STOW SENTRY 




U CIRC, 10.500 
PUB* DAVID £. BIX 
ED. PATRICIA MARKS
—  SUMMIT —  
SUBURBANITE




W CIRC. 5.250 




iSEE STOW SENTRY) 
TALLMADGE OH*
21£ 666-0086 
W CIRC. 6* OOO 
PUB. DAVID E. DIX 
ED. ROM ANTGNECCI






« CIRC. 3.200 -
PUB. JUME MOLLS 
ED. RICHARD GARY
- 37 -
—  SUMMIT —
WEST SIDE LEADER 





PUB. GAREY SAMUELSOM 
ED, MARY MAXSOM
—  TRUMBULL —
GIRARD MEWS
<SEE MILES TIMES)
g i r a r d  oh
£19 952-5941
W CIRC. 5.525
PUB. A. DAVID TREWJM
ED. MICHAEL VARVERIS
—  TRUMBULL —  
HUBBARD MEWS 
»SEE NILES TIMES) 
HUBBARD OH.
£19 952—5941 
W CIRC. 7. OOO 
PUS. A. DAVID TREWJM 
ED. MICHAEL VARVERIS
—  TRUMBULL -- 
LIBERTY NEWS 
<SEE MILES TIMES) 
LIBERTY OH.
■2IS 952-5941 
W CIRC. 9-SOD 
PUS. A. DAVID TREWJM 
ED. MICHAEL VARVERIS
—  TRUMBULL —
NEWTON FALLS HERALD 
1SES MILES TIMES) 
NEWTON FALLS OH. 
44444
£19 972—1505 
W CIRC. 3.090 
PUB. A. DAVID TREWJM 
ED. MICHAEL VARVERIS
—  TRUMBULL —
MILES TIMES 




W CIRC. 3.700 
PUB. ' A. DAVID TREWJM 
ED. M ICHAEL VARVERIS






PM CIRC. 40.700 
SUM CIRC. 45.900 
PUB. STEVE ROS2Q2KY 
ED. BARBARA BPMCKEP
—  TUSCARAWAS —
BUDGET. THE




U CIRC. 17.900 
PUB. ALBERT SPECTOP 
ED. ALBERT SPECTOP
—  TUSCARAWAS -- 
MEWCOMERSTOWM MEWS 




W CIRC. 3.3X0 
PUB. MEAL ALTLAMD










  UNION --
MARYSVJLLE JOURNAL.-TRIBUME 




PM CIRC. 5.900 
PUB. U.£. BEHRENS 
ED. MRS. W.£. BEHRENS
—  UNION --
RICHWOOD GAZETTE




W CIRC. 2-875 
PUB. W.E. BEHRENS 
ED. JUDY ELLIOT
—  VAN WERT —
PHOTO STAR 
307 STATE ST. 




PUB. JUDITH BUHNER 
ED. JOHN BUMMER






PM CIRC, 8.000. 
PUB. LARRr JOSEPH 
ED. JAY SIMEON
—  VINTON —
VINTON COUNTY COURIER 




W CIRC. 3.8*00 
PUB. GENE FOWLER 
ED. GERRY FRYE
—  WARREN —
FRANKLIM CHRONICLE 
42 E 4TH ST 
FRANKLIN OH.
45*0-05
52 3 748—3891 
W CIRC. 2.7*00 
PUB. ROBERT MURPHY 
ED. TERRY BAVER
—  WARREN —  
PULSE-JOURNAL 




W CIRC. 8. 500 
PUB. PAT DIANGELO 
ED. TARA ENGEL
—  WARREN —
STAR FREE PRESS 




W CIRC. 22.5*00 
PUB. WILLIAM KREEGER 
ED. JEAN KOWALSKI
—  WARREN —  
WESTERN STAR 




W CIRC. 9.300 
PUB. WM. KREEGER 
ED. JOSEPH FALTER
—  WASHINGTON —  
MARIETTA TIMES 




PM CIRC. 13.800 
SUN CIRC. N/A 
PUB. EMMETT SMELSER
- 39 -
  WAYNE --
COURIER CRESCENT 




W CIRC. 2.400 
PUB. P.. VICTOR BIX 
ED. MATTHEW O' FARRELL
—  WAYNE —
DALTON GAZETTE £ KIDHON MEWS 




W CIRC. 1.200 
PUB. FRANCIS WOODRUFF 
ED. FRANCIS WOODRUFF
—  WILLIAMS —  
BRYAN TINES 
















—  WILLIAMS —  
LEADER ENTERPRISE 




W CIRC. 1.500 
PUB. BRYAN PUB. CO.
—  WAYNE -- 
DAILY RECORD 




PM CIRC. 25,300 
PUB. R. VICTOR BIX 
ED. MELODY SMURE
—  w i l l i a m s  --
ADVANCE REPORTER 




W CIRC. 1 . 580 
PUB. RES IS SPIEL VOGEL 
ED, LEE SPIELVOGEL






PUB. BRYAN PUBLISHING CO. 
ED. N/A
—  WILLIAMS -- 
EDOM COMMERCIAL 






—  WOOD — -
DAILY SENTINEL TRIBUNE 




PM CIRC. 14.200 
PUB. THOMAS M. HASWELL 
ED. DAVID MILLER
- 40 -
—  WOOD —
HAY SEED 






~  WOOD —NORTH BALTIMORE MEWS 







~  WOOD --
PERRYSBURG MESSENGER JOURNAL 




W CIRC. 5.300 
PUB. ROBERT WELCH 
ED, ROBERT WELCH
-- w o o d  —
ROSSFORD RECORD JOURNAL 




W CIRC* 1,700 
PUB, ROBERT WELCH 
ED. ROBERT WELCH
—  WYANDOT —
DAILY CHIEF UNION 
ill W WYANDOT AVE. 
UPPER SANDUSKY OH. 
4 3351
413 234-2332 
PH CIRC„ 4. 350 











—  WYANDOT 
PROGRESSOR TIMES 
103 W. FINDLAY ST. 
CAREY OH.
4 331 €—*>037 
419 336-1567 
W CIRC. 3.400 
PUB. STEPHEN ZEHDER 
ED. STEPHEN ZEMDER
